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ABSTRACT 
This study presents a critique and comparison between various 
hedging st r ategies that can be utilized when under t aking a cr oss- hedge 
of corporate debt with U.S . Treasury bond futur es , and the ex pos t 
performance of each hedging strategy is analyzed . The three bas i c 
hedging s trategies compared a r e the naive hedging strategy , the 
portfolio hedging strategy , and the duration hedging strategy . The 
naive hedging s trategy assumes that the cash price changes are closely 
r e lated t o futures price changes, and thus , only the current co r por a te 
bond prices and T- bond futures contract prices are required t o implemen t 
this hedging strategy . The beta hedging strategy and the duration 
hedging strategy are more complex because these strategies incorporate 
a measure of how closely related the cash price c ha nges are t o the 
futures price changes in addition to the current corpor a t e bond and 
T- bond futures contract prices. 
The results of this study demonstrate that the risk of price 
changes in a corpor ate AAA bond position can be r educed by mor e t han 
70 percen t through hedging with U. S. Tr easury bonds f utures contrac t s . 
Furthermore , the results i ndicate that incorpora t i ng a measure of how 
closely cash a nd futures prices a r e related does not improve , or only 
impr oves sligh tly , the effectiveness of a hedge. Therefo r e , the 
additional information util ized by the mor e complex hedging strategies 
does no t add grea t e r success to the hedge . 
1 
I . INTRODUCTION 
A. Background Information 
The period of the 1970s and 1980s has been charac t e r ized by extr eme 
volatility of i nter est r ates . Particularly since the c ha nge on 
October 6 , 1979 in oper a ting procedures by the Federal Reser ve Board of 
1 Governors , inter est rates have reached historical peaks and have 
fluctuated shar ply (refer t o Figure 1) . For instance, during 1979 and 
1980, the yield on new issues of 3- month U. S. Treasury bills rose 
6 . 5 pe r centage points within a 6-month period , fell 8 . 5 percentage 
points during the next three months and then rose 8 . 5 percentage points 
in the following six months . Such widely fluc t ua t ing yields on 
fixed - income i nst ruments wer e uncommon prior to this t ime period . 
Also previously uncommon was the uncertainty of returns in the 
fixed-income mar kets . The 1970s and 1980s br ough t unexpected capital 
ga ins and losses to holders of fixed - income instruments . To some 
participants in these markets, the r apidly changing interest r a tes were 
seen as an oppor t unity for acquiring profits; while for other s , the 
volatile changes in yields were viewed as crea ting serious financial 
risks . In other wor ds, fluctuating interest rates created a need for a 
viable market fo r speculators and hedgers of fixed - income instruments . 
The Chicago Board of Trade , recognizing the need for this type of 
market, introduced the first financial futures instrument in 1975 . A 
l 
On October 6, 1979, the Federal Reserve Board of Governor s 
announced a c hange in strategy and began targeting monetary aggregates 
instead of interest rate levels . 
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financial futu res instrument i s a futures contrac t on an underlying 
financial instrument . They differ from their underlying cash commodi t y 
in that all futu res con tracts are standardized . The maturity, coupon , 
price , quant i t y and issuer are explicitly stated when undertaking a 
position in a futures con tract . Today futures contracts a re offered on 
several fixed- income instruments, and financial futures have become 
widely traded by speculators and hedgers alike . 
Although both specula t or s and hedger s have played an important r ole 
in t he development of financial futures , this s tudy is only concerned 
with the concep t of hedging. The purpose of hedging is t o transfer the 
risk of price (yield) fluctua tions to persons (speculators) who are 
willing and able t o accept that risk. Hedging is accomplished by 
taking an opposite , but not necessarily an equal , position in the futu r es 
market to that in the cash market . Through the placement of a hedge , 
the risk of price fluctuations is eliminated; however , risk is still 
inhe rent in a hedged position . The risk of hedging is in the 
relationship between the cash price of an instrument and the price of 
the hedging instrument, the futures price . The arithmetic difference 
between the cash pr ice and the futures price can be defined as the 
basis. Thus, a hedger substitutes t he risk of price fluctuations fo r 
bas i s risk. As long as the basis has historically proven to be 
relatively s~ble and there exists a high correlation between the cash 
price and the futures price, basis risk will be more tractable and of 
a lesser degree than the risk o f price changes. 
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By limiting the risk of pr ice variations, hedgers a re thereby 
limiting their returns. It is important to note that returns refe r to 
both losses and profits. For instance, if a short hedge is placed (the 
placement of a long position in the cash instrument counterbalanced 
with a short position in futures con tracts) and interest rates ri se , 
l osses should be limited because a gain in the futures position will 
offset a loss in the cash position . If, instead , interest rates should 
fall , the short hedger will have limited his / her profits because the loss 
in the futures position will offset the gain in the cash position . 
Hedgers, however , are indifferent to cash gains or losses as long as the 
net wealth change that occurs from hedging is smaller, in absolute value, 
than the wealth change that would have been incurred without hedging . 
Thus, a successful hedge can be defined by a hedge in which the unhedged 
position has greater risk than the hedged position or by any hedge in 
which the absolute net wealth change from hedging is smaller than the 
absolute wealth change from an unhedged position . 
Since the basis risk determines the success of a hedge , complete 
understanding of the basis is essential . By defining basis as equal 
to cash minus futures, the basis can be either positive or negative . 
When a normal (positive) yield curve exists , usually financial futures 
pr ices will lie below spot fi nancial prices implying a positive basis , 
a nd commodity futur es prices will lie above spo t commodity markets 
indicating a negative basis . This cash-futures relationship is 
consider ed a contango as opposed to backwardation . Backwardation is 
the abnormal cash- futures rela tionship of financial futures prices 
5 
lying above spot financial prices and commodity futu r es prices lying 
below spot commodity prices. As an example, the basis for U. S. 
Treasury bonds on Januar y 15 , 1980 was (79843 . 75 - 80531 . 25) = -687.50, a 
negative basis (see Table 1) . The basis on April 15, 1980 was 
(73718.75 - 73687 . 50) = 31 . 25, a positive basis . The basis strengthened 
(became more pos i tive) from - 687 . 50 to 31.25. No t ice f r om Table 1 that 
the short hedge between January 15, 1980 and Ap r il 15 , 1980 was 
profitable . The pr ofit of 718.75 from this hedging transaction results 
f r om a favorable move in the basis . 
The direction of a basis movement determines whether a hedge will 
be profitable . Table 2 and the above example demons trate that when 
the basis s treng t hen s , a shor t hedge is profitable; wher eas a weakening 
basis will pr oduce profits for a long hedge. With pr oper basis 
management, a hedge can prove t o be profitable even when the cash and 
f utures prices do not have identical changes . 
Usually , cash prices will not move by exac tly the same amount as 
fu tures prices . However, when the spot and underlying futures 
instruments are similar, the prices may follow parallel movements . 
These parallel movements make the basis relatively stable, and thus , 
predictable . Also helping the basis to be predictable is the 
convergence of the cash and futures prices as the futur es delivery month 
nears . As the futures contr act expires , the basis wil l approach zero 
provided that t he hedged financial instrument is identical t o the 
financial instrument contained in the futures contract . Hopefully, 
this brief discussion of t he predictability of the basis gives the 
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Table 1 . Example of basis relationship using a short hedge in the 
U.S. T- bond market 
Date Cash position a Futures posi tion b Basis 
1/15/1980 bought at $79843 . 75 sold for $80531. 25 -687 . 50 
4/15/1980 sold for $73718 . 75 bought at $73687.50 31 . 25 
loss of $6125 . 00 gain of $6843 . 75 +718 .75 
a 
8% coupon Aug 1996- 01 T- bond. Based upon the 
b 
the June 1980 T- bond f utures cont r ac t. Based upon 
Table 2 . Summar y of basis relationships 
Price Hedge profit 
Cash Fu tures Basis Short hedge Long hedge 
Falls Falls ; same amount No change 0 
Falls Falls ; greater amount Streng thens 
c 
Falls Falls ; smaller amount Weakens + 
Falls Rises Weakens + 
Rises Rises ; same amount No change 0 0 
Rises Rises ; greater amount Weakens + 
Rises Rises ; smaller amount Strengthens + 
Rises Falls Strengthens + 
a . No net profi t or loss . 
b 
Net profit . 
c~et loss . 
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necessary insight to understand why basis risk can be managed and why 
it is of a lesser degree than either the r isk of cash price movemen t s 
or futu r es price movements . 
Given an initial cash posi tion and knowledge of basis management , 
a fixed-income participant can minimize risk through hedging. The 
probability of a successful hedge will be enhanced when the cash 
inst rument and the instrument underlying the futures contract are 
iden tical . This occurs because of the high correla t ion between the 
instruments and because of the stability of the basis . 
Cr oss- hedges can be successful fo r the same reasons . A cross- hedge 
occur s when a cash posi t ion in a commodity is counterbalanced with a 
position in a f utures contr act that has a differ ent but similar 
underlying commodi t y. As previously stated, t he cash and futu r es price 
movements will be parallel as long as the cash and underlying fu tures 
instruments are similar in maturity , coupon and gr ade . The r efore , it 
i s important t o choose t he f utures con tract that has the most 
similarities t o t he cash inst r ument in order to achieve effect i ve 
cross-hedging . By cross- hedging a cash position , the risk of price 
fluctua tions will be eliminated; however, cross- hedging will incor porate 
more risk than a hedge consis ting of exac t spot and futu r es instruments . 
This addi t ional risk is incurred because the amount of risk reduction 
provided by cross- hedging will be dependent upon both the basis 
movement and the r elative price movement between the spot instrument 
and the instrument underlying the futures contract . 
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B. Study Objec tives 
Previous studies have provided evidence suppo rt ing the 
effectiveness of cross- hedging a fixed - income instrument with a similar 
finan c ial f utures instrument. One particularly interes t ing application 
in these studies is c ross- hedging the price risk of cor po rate deb t with 
Treasury bond f utures. The development of a hedge ratio between a 
corporate bond and a T- bond f utures con tract is complicated because 
sever al facto rs influence the price changes of a bond . Most likely, a 
corpora te bond and a T- bond wil l have unequal coupon r a t es , unequal 
ma turities and unequal absolute inc r eases tn interest ra tes . Thus , t he 
placement of a c r oss- hedge between corpora t e de bt and T- bond fu t ures 
would provide a c hallenge t o any hedging strategy . 
The purpose of this study is two- fo ld. First , a cr itique and 
comparison is made between various hedging s trategies that can be 
ut ilized when undertaking a cr oss- hedge of co r po r ate debt with Tr easury 
bond fu tures . Second , the ex post pe r formance of each hedging s trategy 
is analyzed . A hedging st r a t egy provides the theoretical bases fo r 
the devel opment of a hedge r atio which in turn determines the number of 
fu tures contrac ts needed t o counterbalance t he cash position . 
The fir st strategy discussed is the na ive hedging strategy . A 
naive hedge is the simples t of a ll the hedging stra t egies t o implement 
and i s of ten referred t o as the "one- to- one hedge". The naive hedge 
r a tio is obtained by setting the dollar position in t he f utur es equal 
to the dollar position in the spot . The next strategy, t he port folio 
hedging s tra t egy , determines a minimum variance hedge r a t io based on 
9 
t he time period immediately preceding the hedging decision . The 
port folio hedge ratio , which will be referred to as the beta hedge 
r atio , is the coefficient on the futures price changes a ttained from 
t he regr ession of cash price changes on f utur es price changes. Results 
also are pr esented for a correct ed beta hedge r atio . The correc t ed 
beta is the coefficient on the f utures price changes in the model 
correc t ed for au t ocorrela tion . The duration hedging s tra t egy is the last 
strategy discussed . Calculation of the duration of each instrument is 
included in the dura t ion hedge ratio . This hedge ratio measures the 
pr ice responsiveness to changes in market yields . 
To implement any of t he hedging s tra t egies , an ant icipator y hedge 
posi tion in corpora t e AAA bonds is assumed . An example of this position 
would be as follows : A co r por ation decides to issue five million 
dolla r s in debt (corporate AAA bonds) today and wants to secure the 
cur rent yield . Since the usual flotation for issuing corpor ate bonds 
is three months , a s hor t hedge can be placed to offset the 
possibil ity of a change in market yields by the end of the three-month 
period . The hedging instrument will be the U. S . Treasury bond futu r es 
contract. 
C. Study Outline 
The following chapter will describe the U. S . Treasury bond futures 
market . In Chapter III , the theoretical bases f o r each hedging 
strategy is expounded upon, and the lite rature review rela ting to the 
10 
strategies is presented along with previous empirical evidence comparing 
the strategies . An explanation of how the da ta were collec t ed and a 
description of how each hedge ratio is calcula ted a r e given in 
Chapter IV. The empirical analysis of t he results is also presented in 
Chapter I V. Finally , summary and conclusions are contained in the last 
chapter . 
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II . U. S . TREASURY BOND FUTURES CONTRACTS 
A. Development and Description of the Treasur y Bond Fu tures Contract 
The market for U. S . Treasury bond , the secur ity on which the 
Chicago Board of Trade (CBT) T- bond futures contract is based, is the 
largest single fixed - income market in the world . Tr easur y bonds are 
coupon bearing secur ities issued by t he U. S . government . They are 
offered in denominations of $1000, $5000 , $10 , 000 , $100 , 000 and 
$1 million . One desir able facet of the Treasury bond market is its 
depth and resiliency . A deep and resilient market is one in which new 
issues may be brought into the market with relative ease and large trades 
can be facilitated in the secondary market wi thout serious price 
disrup t ions . In o ther words , depth and resiliency pr ovide liquidity t o 
the market . 
Because the Tr easury bond market is a liquid mar ket , it is not 
surp r ising that the CBT has developed a T- bond futures contract . 
Liquidity is a necessary char acteristic fo r a financial futures 
instrument , and the liquidit y of a futures cont ract is partly based on 
the liquidity of the underlying instrument . Hedgers and speculators 
are concerned that the market has sufficien t liquidi t y to allow the 
opening or closing of a position when needed and to ensure t ha t the 
price will not be unnecessarily distorted by en try or exit in the 
market . 
In August 1977, the CBT introduced the U. S . Treasury bond futures 
cont r act, and today it has become the most widely traded financial 
12 
futures contract . The T- bond futures contract is standardized , i . e ., 
t he cont r act is quoted on the basis of an 8 percent , 20- year bond . 
The T- bond futu r es contract has a $100 , 000 par value and the price 
quota t ion me t hod is percentage of pa r quoted in 32nds of a point . 
Notice in Table 3 t hat on June 26 , 1985, there were 9 futures contrac t s 
availabl e . The quoted set t lement pr ice of t he March 1986 T- bond 
futu r es contract was 73- 18 o r 73 and 18/32 , which is equivalent t o 
$73 , 562 . 50 . 
Table 3 . Tr easur y bond f ut ures contracts available on June 26, 1985a 
Contract Settlement Se ttlement Open 
price yield interest 
Sept . ' 85 75-16 11. 06 7 151 , 475 
Dec . ' 85 74-16 11. 226 25 , 411 
~larch ' 86 73- 16 11. 377 7 , 423 
June '86 72- 23 11 . 522 5 , 402 
Sept . ' 86 71- 27 11 . 664 8,379 
Dec . ' 86 71- 02 11 . 797 2,812 
March ' 87 70- 10 11 . 9~8 1,315 
June ' 87 69- 20 12 . 050 1,428 
Sept . ' 87 69- 00 12 . 163 1,601 
Est . Vol. 180,000 
a 
The Wall Street Journal [54] . 
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Also on chat day, the .~rch 1986 cont r act had an open interest of 
7,423 . Open interest is the total number of contracts of a given 
i nstrument that have been initiated but have not ye t been offset by 
opposi t e futures transactions or have been fulfilled by delive ry of 
the underlying instrument . Open interest is a measure of the liquidity 
of a futures contract . Usually , the contract that is nearest t o 
delivery , the Sep t ember 1985 contract in this case , has the greatest 
open interest and is t he most liquid . Another measure of the liquidity 
of a futures con tract is the traded volume, the number of contracts of 
a specific inst rument that are traded on any given day. On June 26 , 
1985, the estimated trading volume for the T-bond futu r es con tracts 
was 180,000 con tracts (refer to Table 3) . The U. S . Treasury bond 
futures con tracts have the highest trading volume of any futu r es 
contract . 
In addition to liquidity, low margin requiremen ts are an advantage 
of trading in the financial futures market . Low margins enable a 
trader to achieve a high degree of leverage relative to other markets. 
In the financial futures market , there are three types of margin: 
initial, maintenance, and variation . The initial margin is the amount 
placed on deposit to open a position by both the long and short . This 
deposit acts as a " safety net " fo r a t leas t one day ' s price variance 
and guarantees the integrity of the contract. For hedgers in the 
T- bond futures market , the initial margin is app r oxima tely $2000 , 
depending on the brokerage firm . However, most traders prefer t o 
deposi t a lar ger than required initial margin in order to avoid daily 
14 
transfers of funds and to earn the interest that brokerage firms pay on 
margin deposits. A daily transfer of funds may be necessary because 
a t the end of a trading session each account is marked- t o- market. 
Marking-to- marke t is the procedure of debiting and crediting account s 
to r eflect the change in the day ' s settlement price . If the initial 
margin falls below a certain level (2/3 to 3/4 of the initial margin), 
additional margin is required. The additional margin is the 
maintenance margin . If the market moves favorably , the trader is 
entitled t o wi thdraw funds from his account . 
Variation margin is another t e rm for marking- to - market . An 
example of variation margin occur s when a short position must transfer 
losses to the long position because that day ' s settlement price rose 
from the previous day ' s settlement price . As a trader continues to 
maintain his position, the effect of marking-to-mar ket is a 
noncontinuous and variable cash flow . This aspect of variation margin 
to f utures trading creates additional risks to any position . If a 
trader loses on a particular day, he may need to borrow at the current 
financing rate to maintain his position . Similarly , if a trader 
pr ofits on a particular day, he can reinvest his earnings . Whether the 
trader loses or profits, he incurs the additional risk of uncertainty 
associated with the financing or reinvestmen t rate . Hill et al. [27) 
advocate that the inc lusion of the effect o( va riation margin on 
positions in financial f utures causes higher ex ante return and risks 
as long as future s prices are inversely related to short- term interest 
rates . Thev also caution hedgers of an anticipatory spot position, as 
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this study assumes, t o establish a "hedging reserve" t o cover losses . 
In this case, losses in the futures position will be unaccompanied by 
profits in the spot position ; profits which otherwise could have been 
applied to futu res market losses . 
B. The Factor System 
Although t he T- bond futu r es contract is based on a hypothetical 
8 percent coupon, 20- year bond, the short trader may deliver any T- bond 
that is not callable for at least 15 years from the date of delivery 
if callable or any bond that does not mature fo r at least 15 years f rom 
the date of delivery if not callable . In recent years, there have 
been anywhere f rom eight up to twenty- three T-bonds eligible for 
delivery , each with a different coupon, maturity and , hence, value; 
however, an 8 percent, 20- year T-bond rarely exis t s among these 
deliverable bonds . 
To adjust the differing values of the eligible T-bonds to reflect 
the contract standard at the established settlement price , the CBT has 
developed a factor system. The factor for each bond is determined by 
the coupon rate and by the time to maturity from the fi r st day to 
delivery , rounded down to complete three month increments . Utilizing 
the CBT ' s tables of conversion factors, the conversion factor fo r the 
9 1/8 percent bonds of :-1ay 2004- 09 to be delivered on September 1 , 1980 
would be determined as follows: The 9 1/8 percent May 2004- 09 bonds 
are callable in Nay 2004 . From the delivery da t e , September 1, 1980, 
there are 23 year s and 8 complete months to maturity . Rounding down 
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t o comple te 3 mon th intervals gives 23-6 years (23 yea r s and 6 mon ths) 
t o maturity . By using the conversion factor tables, the 9 1/8 per cen t, 
23- 6 year bond priced in decimals t o yield 8 percent is 1.1184 . 
Equation (1) is then used to determine the i nvoice price fo r a 
delive r able bond. 
Invoice 
Price 
Contract x Futures Con tract x Conve r sion + Accrued 
Size Settlement Pr ice Fac t o r Inter es t 
(1) 
Accrued i n t erest is equivalent t o the daily interest fo r the number of 
days in the half yea r fo r the coupon rate times the number of days f r om 
beginning of the delivery six month interes t payment period until 
delivery day . 
Studies (Kane and Marcus [31]; ~1eisner a nd Labuszewski [41] ; 
Livingston l36] ; Jones [30]) have demonstrated inexactness in the 
above conver sion factor calcula tion , An " ideal" conver sion fac t or 
wou ld equal the ratio of the value of t he deliver y bond to the value of 
an 8 percent , 20- yea r bond . As indicated previously , the 8 percent , 
20- yea r bond may not exis t; the r efor e , its price is no t obser ved a nd 
instead , an app r oxima tion is made . This miscalculation does no t render 
equally a ttrac tive deliver y of t he eligible bonds as intended by t he 
conver sion fac t or system . Generally , one particular eligible bond is 
more a ttractive r elative to the other eligible bonds . This bond is 
considered to be t he "ch.eapest-to- deliver" . (Subsection C of Chapter II 
will elabor ate on t he " cheapest- t o-deliver" T-bond . ) Even though the 
curren t conver sion factor system has an inherent bias . this study will 
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employ this fac t or system because " ... it has the virtues of 
predictability, objec tivity , and limited informational r equirement s , 
all of which contribute t o the smoo th f unctioning of the futures 
marke t " (Kane a nd Marcus [31 , p . 59]). 
C. The Delivery Process 
Cnderstanding the del iver y process i s necessary to any hedge r as 
it ens ures the parallelism and conver gence between the prices o f a 
fu tures contrac t and its underlying ins trument . Thus, the delivery 
process is the mecha nism by which the basis becomes manageable . The 
basis, the price difference between the cash and futures , narrows 
during the life of the contract for two reasons: the cost of 
financing fi nancial instrument s decreases as the contract matures a nd 
during the delivery month the price of the f utures contrac t i s 
app r oximately the same as the cash price due t o arbi trage . 
Delivery in the fu tures market occur s when shorts (longs) 
maintain their position af t er the l as t trading day of the con tract . 
However, it is usua lly easier and more efficient to offset a position 
than t o go through the delivery process . This i s illustrated by the 
fact that less than 1 percent of the fi nancial f utures con trac ts a t 
the CBT ac tually result in deliver y . To offse t t heir position, shorts 
(sellers) buy a n equal number of t he same contract and l ongs (buyers) 
sell an equa l number of the same contract . For instance , assume a long 
buys ten J une 1980 T-bond futures contracts on February 15 , 1983 at 
73- 30 each . On ~ay 15 , 1983 , he /she offsets his/her position by selling 
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ten June 1983 T-bond futures contracts at 76- 13 each . The May 15, 1983 
transaction e rased his/her obligation in the June 1983 T- bond contracts . 
Notice that the long has made a profit of (76- 13 - 73- 30) = 2- 15 per 
con tract, or (10 x $2,468 . 75) $24 , 687 . 50 , due to the increase in 
price . If prices fell during this period, the long would have incurred 
a loss . 
Although delivery seldom occurs in the futures market , it is the 
possibilit y that delivery could occur that affects the price at which 
the futures con tract trades . This is why knowledge of the delive r y 
p r ocess is important to every trader . The previous sec t ion demonstrates 
how t he invoice price is determined and indicates that a bias exis t s 
in pricing eligible T- bonds for deliver y due to the factor system. 
Because of this bias, one of the eligible T- bonds fo r delivery is more 
attrac tive t o deliver compared to the o ther eligible bonds , in that, 
given a certain level of value, one bond can be purchased at a reduced 
pr ice relative to bonds of similar value . This bond is considered to 
be the " cheapest- to-deliver". Since shor ts choose which T- bond they 
wi ll deliver to f ulfil l their contrac ts, normally they will choose the 
bond that maximizes their wealth, the cheapest-to- deliver T-bond .
1 
It 
is this T- bond which affects the price at which the f utures contract 
trades (Resnick and Hennigar [45]). 
1
There may be circumstances where the short trader may prefer a 
T- bond other than the "cheapest". For instance, during a bull market, 
a period of rising prices, low coupon bonds may be preferred over the 
" cheapest" bond because low coupon bonds have greater price fluctuation . 
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When the short elec ts to make deliver y , he will deliver one of the 
eligible bonds to the l ong and receive the " Invoice Pr ice" , determined 
by Equation (1) , as payment. By l e tting F equal t he contract size 
multiplied by t he futur es contract sett l ement price , CF equal the 
conversion factor and ignoring the acc r ued interest, Equation (1) can 
be simplified t o : 
Invoice Pr ice F x CF (2) 
The pr ofi t t he shor t wil l recei ve i s t he "Invoice Price'' minus the 
value of t he deliver ed bond , B. Thus , the shor t t r ader shoul d try t o 
maximize profit, given by : 
Pr ofit CF x (F - B/CF) (3) 
In order t o maximize Equation (3) , t he sho r t trader should minimize 
B/CF . The bond which has the minimum ratio of B/CF among all of the 
eligible bonds will be the " cheapest- to - deliver" because it will have 
the lowest cost per uni t of value in del ivery . 
Table 4 illustrates t he determination of the "cheapes t -to- deliver" 
T- bond t o satisfy the December 1980 T- bond fu t ures contract . Each of 
the e l igible T- bonds has at leas t 15 year s t o maturity f r om the 
delive r y day , December 1, 1980, to the call date. The yea r s t o mat urity 
a r e calcula t ed in complete 3 month per iods beginning f rom the first day 
of delive r y to the call date on the bond. Subsection B of this chapter 
describes the methods fo r de t e rmining the years to matur i t y and the 
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Table 4. Determining the " cheapest-to-deliver " T-bond for the 
December 1980 T-bond futures contract 
Deliverable Years to Conversion Asking Yield Price/CF 
T- bonds maturity factor (CF) quo t ea 
8 ' s Aug . 1996- 01 15- 6 1 . 0000 867.25 . 09746 867 . 2500 
8 l/4 ' s :lay 2000-05 19- 3 1. 0241 886 . 63 . 09450 865 . 7651 
7 5 /8 ' s Feb. 2002-07 21 . 9622 835 . 06 .09326 867 . 8653 
7 7/8 ' s Nov. 2002- 08 21-9 . 9870 862.69 . 09268 874.0527 
8 3/8's Aug . 2003- 08 22 - 6 1 . 0389 907.25 .09312 873.2794 
8 3/4 ' s Nov . 2003- 08 22- 9 1. 0778 932 . 38 . 09438 865 . 0770 
9 l /8 's :lay 2004- 09 23-3 1.1177 96 7. 44 . 09454 865 . 5632 
10 3/8's Nov . 2004-09 23-9 1. 2505 1081 . 50 . 09542 864.8541 
11 3/4 ' s Feb . 2005-10 24 l. 3974 1207 . 38 . 09560 864 . 0189 
lO ' s May 2005-10 24-3 1 . 2124 1048 . 44 . 09510 864. 7641 
aThe asking quotes are taken from the Wall Street Journal ( 54] . 
conversion factor . The asking quote i s the weekly average price of each 
deliverable T-bond for the week of June 15, 1980 . After the above 
calculations are made, choosing the "cheapest-to- deliver" T- bond is a 
simple task : just divide each price (asking quo te) by the conversion 
fac t or for that bond , and then, choose the cheapes t deliverable T-bond 
as the bond with the smallest pr i ce/conver sion factor r atio . Table 4 
shows that a shor t would c hoose to deliver the 11 3/4 ' s Feb . 2005-10 
T-bond to fulfill his obl igation with the December 1980 T-bond futures 
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contract based on the average prices of the week of June 15, 1980. 
The " cheapest" T- bond in Table 4 is a high coupon and long maturity 
bond relative to the other eligible T-bonds. Livings t on [36] supports 
the assumption that the "cheapest- to - deliver" T- bond is most of ten 
char ac t erized by the highest coupon and longest maturity eligible bond . 
He showed that if bond yields t o maturity are greater than 8 percent, 
then higher coupons bond will be better to deliver, and if coupons are 
greater than 8 percent and the yield curve is not downward sloping , 
t hen the longest maturity bond is best t o deliver. However, Resnick 
and Hennigar's stud y [45] indicates that the eligible abond t ha t most 
r esembles the hypothetical 8 percent , 20- year T-bond is the " cheapest -
t o- deliver" , and Kolb and Chiang [33] assert tha t generally the 
" cheapest- to-deliver " bond is the longest maturity lowest coupon 
T- bond . In this s tudy , "cheapest- to-deliver " T-bonds are calcula t ed 
monthly f r om January 1979 through September 1983 , a time period in which 
yield s to maturity have generally been greater than 8 percent . 
Thr oughout this period, the most frequent "c heapes t" bond is the 
8 3/4 ' s Nov . 2003- 08 . In fact, the 8 3/4 ' s Nov . 2003- 08 bond is the 
" cheapest- to- deliver" when its term to maturity is 24 years , as well 
as when its term t o matur i t y is 21 yea rs . The only st r ong deviation 
away from the 8 3/4 percent "cheapest" T- bond occurs from November 1982 
through December 1983, when high coupon bonds tend t o be the " cheapest". 
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III . THE HEDGING STRATEGIES 
The objec tive of this study is to compar e the ex post r esults of 
three hedging strategies that can be applied to a cross- hedge of 
corporate AAA bonds and Treasury bond futures. The question of when 
to hedge is not considered here . Instead, this s tudy is concerned with 
which hedging strategy will likely perform the best in reducing the 
risk of price fluctuations once the decision t o hedge is made . The goal 
of each hedging strategy is t o reduce the gains or losses in dollar terms 
due to unexpec ted varia tions of interest rates in either direction . 
Even though each strategy has the same goal , the theory and outcome of 
applying the hedging strategies differ. The remainder of this chapter 
elabor ates on the theory of the three strategies : the naive hedging 
strategy , the portfolio hedging strategy , and the duration hedging 
strat egy . Also , previous studies relating to these hedging strategies 
are discussed . 
A. The Naive Hedging Strategy 
The naive hedging strategy is perhaps the oldest of all hedging 
strategies . With this st r ategy , hedgers will take a futures market 
position equal in magnitude but of opposite sign to their position in 
the cash market . The assumption is made that the price of the futur es 
contrac t will rise or fall by the same amount that the cash pr ice rises 
or falls . Even when hedgers realize that futures and cash prices 
seldom fluctuate in equal magnitude, especially in the case of 
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c r oss- hedges , they may s til l u tilize the naive hedging stra t egy . The 
advantage of a naive hedge lies in its simplicity . No consider ation as 
t o differing coupons, matu r ity or instruments between the ca sh and 
fut ures position is given in a naive hedging s trategy . Moreover , the 
length of time that the hedge will be in effect is of no relevance in 
placing a na ive hedge . Of the three strategies compared in this study, 
the naive s trategy can be undertaken with mo r e ease , less time and less 
cost . Therefor e , a hedger should consider whether the amoun t of 
addition r isk reduction of another strategy as compar ed to the naive 
strategy is enough to j ustify the time , effort a nd cost of implementing 
that stra t egy . 
For purposes of t his s tud y , two naive hedging s tra t egies a r e 
underta ken during the consider ed time pe r iod. With the fi r st naive 
s trategy , Naive l , the hedger will go short $5 million face value of 
T-bond f utures t o he dge the planned issue of $5 million in co r porate 
bonds . The simplici t y of Naive 1 is t hat the hedger sells the same 
number of T-bond f u tures contracts in each hedge period because the 
issue is always assumed t o be $5 million . The number of con tracts is 
equal to the amount of the planned issue , $5 million , divided by the 
face value of a T-bond futu r es contract, $100 , 000 . In each hedge 
period , the hedger will sell SO f utures contracts . 
With the second naive strategy , Naive 2 , the hedger will go short 
one dollar of T- bond futures to hedge each initial dollar of market 
value co r porate bonds . This strategy , Naive 2, is often referred to 
as the "one-to- one" hedge because the ratio of the dollar position in 
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T- bond futures t o the dollar position in corporate bonds is - 1 . 0 . To 
implement Naive 2, the hedger will first determine the number of 
co r pora t e bonds he will sell at the end of the hedge period given the 
pr i ce on co r po r ate bonds at the beginning of the hedge period . Then 
t o figure the number of futures contracts , he multiplies the number of 
co rpor a t e bonds he plans to issue by the face va lue of the co r por ate 
bond and divides by the face value of the T- bond futures . 
B. The Portfolio Hedging Strategy 
Recognizing that an investor in a financial fu tures instrument 
faces the same risk- r eturn dilemma as a n inves t or in any other security , 
Ederington (15] applied port folio theory to the concept of hedging with 
financial futures instrumen t s . In adapting portfolio theory t o hedging , 
Ederington assumed the cash position as fixed and the hedging pe r iod as 
predetermined . With these assumpt i ons , Ederington devised an optimal 
hedge ratio in terms of the amount of futures to sell (buy) as a result 
of a portfolio decision based on expected changes in the cash and 
futu r es prices. The hedge ratio is defined as the dollar position in 
futu r es divided by t he dollar position in cash , and the op timal hedge 
ratio is the hedge ratio that pr ovides the minimum risk when holding a 
portfolio of cash and f utures instruments as opposed to a portfolio 
consisting solely of the cash inst r ument . This minimum risk portfolio 
may have a positive or negative return, but it is the lowest attainable 
risk . 
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Ederington [15] demonstrated that the op timal hedge ratio i s a 
function of the variance of futures price changes and the covariance 
between cash and futures price changes over a par ticular period of 
time. By letting n = the hedge ratio, 6F = the change in the futures 
price from the beginning of the hedge period to the end of the hedge 
period and 6B = the change in the cash (e.g ., corporate bond) price 
from the beginning of the hedge period to the end of the hedge period , 
then the net gain/loss of the portfolio can be given by : 
n ·6F + 6B (5) 
The hedger is assumed t o desire minimization of t he variance of the 
net gain/loss on his portfolio . The variance of the net gain/loss is 
represented by the following equation : 
var(n ·6F + 6B) 2 n ·var6F + var6B + 2n ·cov(6F , 6B) 
Differentiating Equation (6) with respect ton gives Equation (7) : 
ovar (n·6F + 6B) 
an 2n ·var6F + 2cov(6F , uB) 
(6) 
(7) 
Then , by setting Equation (7) equal t o zero, the solution for n i s the 
* minimum- variance hedge ratio , n : 
n* cov(6F , 6B) 
var6F (8) 
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The negative sign in Equation (7) implies that an opposite posi tion is 
taken in the futures to t hat in the cash . One important implication of 
Ederington ' s optimal hedge ratio is that the size of the futures 
position can be either gr ea t er than, less than or equal to the size of 
the cash position. If ln*I > 1, then the size of the futures will be 
greater than the size of the cash . The opposite holds for the case 
when¢ < l n*I < 1. If n* is positive , then the hedger's position in 
the futures will be the same as his posi t ion in the cash , implying that 
the cash and futures prices move in the same direction . 
Because the prices of the cash and futures instruments at the 
close of the hedge period are unknown at the beginning of the hedge 
period , n* can be estimat ed using the previous period ' s price changes . 
A simple regression of cash price changes on futures price changes will 
provide an estimate of n* if pas t price data is available . In this 
study, r egressions were made with the following model : 
where (BP - BP 3) = the change in corporate AAA bond prices over a t t -
(9) 
three month period , (FPt - FPt_
3
) = the change in I-bond futures prices 
over a three month period, a = the intercept term (a is typically 
negligible), B = the coefficient on the change in the futures prices 
the error term . An estimate of the optimal hedge r atio to be 
utilized in the current hedge , the hedge during the period t through 
t + 3, is equivalent to the negative o f the slope coefficient of a 
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regression of cash price changes on futures price changes from the 
previous time period(s) . 
One of the main advantages of this model is that a measure of 
hedging effec tiveness can be easily obtained from the r egression of the 
above model . The measure of hedging effectiveness for the portfolio 
hedge is defined as the proportional reduction in variance that comes 
from maintaining a hedged rather than an unhedged position . Eder ington 
showed that the coefficient of determination fo r the regression of cash 
price changes on futures price changes , r
2
, is the measure of hedging 
effectiveness . 2 The closer r gets to 1.0, i.e . , the higher the 
correlation between spot and futures price changes , the mor e effective 
the f utures contract is for reducing the risk of pr ice varia nce of a 
particular spo t position . 
2 
When r = 1 . 0, then a perfec t hedge , a hedge 
in which the futures position exactly offsets the spot position , can 
be achieved . 
Nume rous studi es have illustrated the hedging effectiveness of 
the portfolio hedging strategy . Ederington applied his hedging 
technique for hedges of two and four weeks on Government National 
~1o rtgage Associa t ion pass-thr ough certifica tes (GNMAs) , T- bills , wheat 
and corn . He found considerable hedging effec tiveness in all four of 
the hedged markets . The four - week hedge of GNNAs and of T- bills 
appeared to be mor e effective in reducing the risk of price 
fluctuations than t he two-week hedge. 
Franckle [18] extended Ederington ' s study by including the effect 
on the minimum- va riance hedge ratio of the decline in maturity of the 
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financial instrument (T- bills) during the hedging period . According 
to Franckle , the dec line in maturity called for two adj ustmen t s t o 
Edering t on ' s model . Fir s t, the cash price differ ence was calculated 
be t ween a 90 day T- bill price at the beginning hedge date and a 76 or 
62 day I - bill price at the t ermination of the hedge instead of between 
two 90 day I - bill prices at the opening and closing of the hedge . The 
76 o r 62 day T- bill price incorporated the decline in maturity of the 
90 da y T- bill du r ing the two or four week he dge period . Second , 
* Franckle adj usted the op timal hedge ratio , n , by a ratio of the 
maturity of the T- bill being hedged t o the maturity of the T-bill to 
be delivered a gainst the futures contract (90 days) . This r a t io , which 
equals 76/90 or 62 / 90 in Franckle ' s study, correc ts fo r the differential 
price elasticities for the f utures and cash investments in a pure 
discount instrument . Subsequently , with these adjustments , Fr anckl e , 
as compar ed to Ederington, improved t he hedging effec t iveness of I - bills 
in two a nd four week hedges . Fr anckle's results emphasize that t he 
assumption of a predet ermined hedge per i od is c rucial to the port fo lio 
hedging str a t egy . 
Hill and Schneeweis have authored several a rticles utilizing the 
portfolio he dging stra t egy fo r cr oss - hedging purposes . In one stud y 
[25), Hill and Schneeweis illus trated the c ross- hedging effectiveness 
of the GNMA fu tures con trac t for reducing the risk of price changes of 
long or short posi tions in va~ious l ong- term bonds . Hill and 
Schneeweis examined the ex post performance of op timal hedge ratios 
for individual securities, bond indices , and bond port folios . The 
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GIB-IA futures contract was most effective for hedging high-rated 
cor po r ate bond port folios and high- rated public utility bond portfolios 
that have 6 - 8 percent coupons. They also found t he futures cont r act 
with at least 8 months r emaining t o maturity to achieve the mo s t risk 
reduction . 
In a similar study [26], Hill and Schneeweis analyzed the hedging 
effectiveness of two types of cross-hedges: a cross- hedge between 
corpor ate bonds and T- bond futures and a cr oss-hedge between corporate 
bonds and GN}1A fu tures . Again, corporate bonds of differing grades , 
coupons and issuers were compared , and again corporate and util ity 
bonds with a higher level r ating and an 8 - 10 pe r cen t coupon had 
greater hedging effectiveness . The effectiveness of the 8 - 10 percent 
coupon mo s t likely reflects tha t the "cheapest-to-deliver " T-bond s 
during t he study time per iod wer e associated with an 8 - 10 percent 
coupon. Furthermore, the results of this study sugges t t hat futu r es 
contracts with less than 9 months to deliver y have his t orically provided 
the best hedge and that cross- hedges of corporate bonds with T- bond 
futures outperform cross- hedges of corporate bonds with GNl'!A futures . 
Another Hill and Schneeweis study [24] expounded on their above-
mentioned studies . Once more, they examined cross-hedges of corporate 
bonds with I - bond f utures . The da t a set cons isted of bo th indices of 
cor porate bonds and individual corp~rate bonds. Firs t, Hill and 
Schneeweis studied the effects of a proxy for the actual bond or bond 
portfolio being hedged and discovered that the use of a proxy can 
distort the estima t ed hedge ratio . This distortion depends on the 
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differences in proxy volatility ver s us the vola tilit y of the bond 
portfolio a nd depends on the degree of correlation between proxy e rror 
and t he f utures con tract ' s pr ice c hanges . A second resu l t f r om this 
s t udy indicated t ha t the minimum-variance hedge ratio and the hedging 
effectiveness is less f or individual bonds than fo r indices. Hill and 
Schneeweis asserted that nondiversifiable risk is no t eliminated by 
fu tures hedging , and thus , individual bonds a r e expec ted t o have lower 
hedging effectiveness . Hill a nd Schneeweis ' third r esult is based on 
few observat ions ; therefor e , a s trong conclusion is not made. Their 
evidence s ugges ts t hat the minimum- variance hedge ratio estimates for 
hedges of corpora t e bonds a re relatively s t able though subject t o r andom 
fluctuations fo r s hor t time periods . Fina lly , Hill and Schneeweis 
emphasized that t he usefulness of T- bond futures for hedging individual 
bonds may be over stated in previous empirica l results . 
Benninga ~al . [3] made t he qualifica tion t ha t not only is the 
hedge r a tio o f t he portfolio stra t egy a minimum-variance hedge r a t io , it 
is the op timal hedge ratio . In or der to pr ove t ha t the minimum-
va r iance hedge r at i o is t he optimal hedge r atio , t he autho r s have made 
two assumptions. First, unbiasness is assumed , in that it is assumed 
that the futures pr ice is a n unbiased predictor of the fu ture spot 
price . Second, the assumption of r egr essibili t y is made . By a ssuming 
regressibility , t he authors have assumed that the e r r or t e rm is 
uncorrelated with the fu t ures pr ice changes in t he portfolio hedging 
model , Equation (9) . An optimal hedge ratio is defined as the hedge 
ratio which leaves the hedger ' s expected income unchanged , and it 
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reduces all uncertainty for the r esidual uncertainty . 
Kuberek and Pefley (35] provided additional support for utilizing 
the portfolio hedging strategy when cross-hedging corporate debt with 
T- bond f utures. They demonstrated that a probability model of the 
portfolio hedging strategy, Equation (9), implies that the ordinar y 
least squares estimator, BOLS ' is best linear unbiased given the 
assumptions of (1) the j oint return- generating process as stationary 
and (2) the error term as serially uncorrela ted. Moreover, B015 is 
unconditionally unbiased and unconditionally efficient among the class 
of linear estimators . Kuberek and Pefley, thereby , conclude that 8015 
is the optimal hedge ratio . However, in Kuberek and Pefley ' s 
estimation of the model, they found it necessary to modify the OLS 
regr ession technique to estimate the op timal hedge ratio because the 
model exhibited heteroscedasticity. To correct for heteroscedasticity , 
they used a variant of Aitken ' s generalized least squares (GLS) 
estimator to estimate the op timal hedge r atio . Through the application 
of GLS t o estimate Equation (9), Kuberek and Pefley indicated that 
nearer I-bond futures cont r acts ar e superior to more distant con tracts 
in hedging corporate debt and that T-bond futures are more effective in 
hedging higher- quality corporate debt than lower-quality corpora te debt . 
The main proponents of the duration hedging strategy , Kolb , Chiang 
and Gay, have demonstrated several flaws t o the portfolio hedging 
strategy . They note that because the portfolio strategy utilizes 
regression analysis t o obtain an estimate of the op timal hedge ratio, 
each rate (price) difference receives equal weight in determining n. 
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Kolb, Chiang and Gay assert that the greatest concern is the difference 
in the futures and spot price at the preselected termination date of 
the hedge; therefore, the price difference at the close of the hedge 
should have the grea test weight . Also, they indicate that although 
Franckle adjusted the portfolio strategy to include t he effect of 
declining maturity , his adjustment is not appropriate for instruments 
o ther than pur e discount instruments. Finally , they maintain that the 
data required t o estimate the portfolio model with regression analysis 
are often unavailable . 
C. The Duration Hedging Strategy 
The most common measure of a bond ' s life is its ter m to maturity . 
Term t o matu r ity concentrates solely on the timing of the final cash 
payment, and thus, it ignor es the rate a t which the original principal 
is returned co the lender . For a zer o coupon bond , there is only one 
paymen t and that is the payment of principal at maturity; therefore, 
term t o maturity considers all payments of zero coupon bonds . However, 
the majority of bonds bear coupons throughout the life of the bond , 
and s ince term co maturity disregards any payments previous to 
maturity, term to maturity is an incomplete measure of the time 
dimensions of most bonds . 
Macaulay (37] introduced the concept of duration in 1938 as an 
alternative measure of a bond ' s life . Duration explicitly considers 
the rate at which the original principal is repaid to the lender by 
weighting the number of years into the future when a cash flow is 
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received by the pr oportion that flow contributes to the t otal present 
value of the bond. Thus, duration considers all payments generated by 
zero coupon and nonzero coupon bonds. Du r ation (D) is defined as: 
n t ·C 
[ t 
t=l (1 + r)t 
D (10) 
n 
~ 
t=l (1 + r)t 
where C = the dollar value of cash flow in period t, t = the period in 
t 
which the paymen t is made, r = the yield to maturity of the bond, and 
n = the number of years t o maturity of the bond . The numerator in 
Equation (10) is the s um of the present values of each cash receipt 
multiplied by t he period in which the cash receipt is received . The 
denominator is simpl y the sum of the present values of all cash receipts 
or the price of the bond . 
An example of the calcula t ion of the duration of a bond is 
demonstra ted in Table 5 . The bond is a 7 percent coupon, 25 year corp 
AAA bond with a current pr ice of $772, a current yield of 9 . 38 pe r cen t, 
and a face value of $1 , 000 . Column 4 gives the presen t value of the 
cash flow fo r each period and co lumn 5 s hows the proportion each cash 
flow contributes to the total present value of this bond . At maturity, 
the bond has an expected cash flow of $1070, which accounts for 
app r oxima t ely 14.7 percent of its current value . The amount this cash 
flow cont ributes to t he duration of the bond is compu t ed by 
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Table 5 . The duration of a 7% c.oupon , 25 year bond wi t h a current yield 
of . 0938 and a cu rrent pr ice of $772 
Year Cash flow P . V. of $1 p . \I . of P. V. /pr ice (1)*(5) 
at yield cash flow 
1 70 . 9142 63 . 9970 . 0829 . 0829 
2 70 . 8350 58 . 5089 . 0758 . 1516 
3 70 . 7642 53 .4914 . 0693 . 2079 
4 70 . 6986 48 . 9042 .0633 . 2534 
5 70 . 6387 44 . 7104 . 0579 . 2896 
6 70 .5839 40 . 8762 . 0529 . 3177 
7 70 . 5339 37 . 3708 . 0484 . 3389 
8 70 .4881 34 . 1660 . 0443 . 3541 
9 70 . 4!.62 31 . 2361 .0405 . 3642 
10 70 .4080 28 . 5574 . 0370 . 3699 
11 70 . 3730 26 . 1084 . 0338 . 3720 
12 70 . 3410 23 . 8695 . 0309 . 3710 
13 70 . 3118 21 . 8225 . 0283 . 3675 
14 70 . 2850 19 . 9511 . 0258 . 3618 
15 70 . 2606 18 . 2402 . 0236 . 3544 
16 70 . 2382 16 . 6758 . 0216 . 3456 
17 70 . 2178 15 . 2459 . 0197 . 3357 
18 70 . 1991 13 . 9385 . 0181 . 3250 
19 70 . 1820 12 . 7li.32 . 0165 . 3136 
20 70 . 1664 11 . 6504 . 0151 . 3018 
21 70 . 1522 10 . 6513 . 0138 . 2897 
22 70 . 1391 9. 7379 . 0126 . 2775 
23 70 .1272 8 . 9028 . Oll5 . 2652 
24 70 . ll63 8 . 1393 .0105 . 2530 
25 1070 . 1063 113 . 7459 . 1473 3. 683 
Totals 773 . 2414 1. 0016 10 . 9475 
Duration 10 . 95 years 
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multiplying this proportion, 14.7 percent, by the period in which the 
payment is made, 25 . The $1070 cash flow a dds about 3 . 68 years t o the 
duration of the bond, which is 10.95 years . The duration of 10 . 95 
indica tes t ha t it will t ake approximately 10 . 95 years before the stream 
of payments of this bond generates one- half of its present value . 
Although Macaulay presented the concep t of duration , the benefi t s 
of utilizing duration as opposed to t erm t o maturity for a measure of 
the life of a bond have only recen tly been acclaimed . One of the more 
important contributions t o the duration literature was made by Hopewell 
and Kaufman (28). They discovered that the elasticity of a bond's 
price with respect to a change in the yield is equal t o the nega tive 
of its duration . By t aking the differential of the price of a bond 
with r espec t to the yield , Hopewell and Kaufman obta ined: 
dP 
- D dr (11) p (1 + r) 
or equivalently : 
dP 
p 
- D (12) 
dr 
(1 + r) 
Equation (12) elucidates the relationship between the price of a bond 
and its yield, in that the longer the duration, the gr eater the 
proportional price vola tility for a given change in yield. In other 
words , given a ny two bonds with identical durations and with differing 
maturities, coupons and yields , the price changes of the bonds will be 
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identica l f or a given shift in yields . Consequently, for a given 
change in yield, duration provides a more accur a t e measure for the price 
changes o f a coupon bond than the term t o maturity . 
Fisher and Weil [17 ] computed a more complex measur e of du r a t ion. 
By noting t hat ~lacaulay ' s assumption of a flat yield curve as 
unrealistic , Fisher and Weil ' s measu r e of duration allowed the term 
str ucture of interest rates t o be other than flat . Similar to Macaulay , 
they assumed the yield curve main t ains its shape after a random shock 
occurs, in that all movements in t he yield curve are parallel . With 
this complex measur e of dura tion , Fisher and Weil pr oved that the 
r einvestment ra t e r isk of a bond por tfolio can be neutra lized or 
" immunized" almos t completely if i t s weighted aver age durat ion is 
a djusted to equal the horizon pe r iod after each coupon payment period . 
Several studies have developed other complex measures of duration . 
Bierwag ~ ~· [4] compared five discrete time duration measures 
including Macaulay ' s original duration meas ure . They concluded that 
although Ma caulay ' s durat ion measure incorpor a t es unrea l istic 
assumptions r egarding t he t erm struc ture of i n t eres t rates, this 
duration measur e is as " cos t effec t ive" as the more complex dura t ion 
meas ures . Based on Bierwag ~al . ' s findings [4] , this study will 
utilize the Macaulay duration measur e . Not only i s the Macaulay 
duration measure "cost effect ive ", it is easy to compute because it 
does not require knowledge of or assumptions abou t the actual 
stochastic pr ocess driving interest r ate changes . 
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The concep t of duration was initially applied t o hedging with 
financial f utures contracts by McEnally and Rice {40] . Because 
duration measures the price r esponsiveness of a bond ' s price t o 
changes in its yield , they advocated a duration hedging strategy as an 
effective method of hedging. In particular, McEnally and Rice 
indicated that when the re is no a priori r eason to expect the cash 
price and the futures con tract price to move together in a one- to- one 
manner, as is the case with cross- hedges, the duration method of 
hedging will give insight into the price sensitivities of the 
instruments to changes in interest rates . 
Kolb and Chiang [33] and Gay and Kolb [22] expounded the work of 
Mccnally and Rice to further develop a duration hedging strategy . 
The basic strategy of the Kolb, Chiang and Gay model involves 
selecting the hedge ratio that balances out the different interest 
rate sensitivi ties of the cash instrument and the futu r es instrument . 
The goal of this duration hedging st r ategy is to have the hedger ' s 
initial wealth position unchanged by choosing the correct number of 
futures contrac ts to trade, n, such that: 
6B + n ·6F 0 , (13) 
where the size of 6B and 6F depends on the r esponsiveness of the cash 
and futures contract prices to a change in inter est rates . By 
assuming the term structure for each instrument is flat over the life 
of the hedge, Kolb , Chiang and Gay f ound the value of n that satisfies 
Equa t ion (13) as : 
n = -
R.B.D. 
J l. 1 
R.F.D. 
1 J J 
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CF. 
J 
where R. = 1 + the r ate expec t ed t o ob t ain on the instrument 
J 
under lying the f uture s contract j ( the "cheapest-to- del iver" T- bond) 
as of the f utures ma t urity date; R. = 1 + the expected yi eld t o 
l. 
(14) 
maturity on bond i ; F . = t he expected price as of the futur es maturity 
J 
date of the " c heapest- t o-deliver" T- bond ; B. = the price of bond i 
l. 
expected t o prevail on the pl anned termination date of the hedge; 
D. = the dura t ion of the " cheapest- t o- deliver" T- bond expected to 
J 
prevail on the planned termination date of the hedge; D. = the duration 
l. 
of bond i expected to prevail on the pl a nned termination date of the 
hedge ; CF . = the conver sion factor of the cheapest- t o- deliver T-bond 
J 
as of the f utures maturity date ; and where i and j , respectively, 
signify t he cash and futures inst rument s . The ~a caulay measure of 
duration i s utilized t o ob t ain D. a nd D. as the term structure of 
1 J 
in t er est rates is assumed to be fla t. 
One of the most important advantages of implementing the duration 
hedging strategy is its capability of reflecting the divergent 
maturities and c oupons of the cash and futures instruments . Macaulay ' s 
dur a tion measure incorpor a t es the ins trument ' s coupon struc ture , 
maturity and yield ; therefore, the price sensitivit y of each 
instrument to changes in int erest rates is i ncluded in the 
determination of the he dge ratio . Ano ther a dvantage of this hedging 
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strategy is that all the information needed t o calculate the hedge 
ratio is ava ilable at the beginning of the hedge period . Any data 
prior co the hedge period are unnecessary . Also , the duration hedging 
st r ategy places all emphasis on the final wealth change determined at 
the termination da te of the hedge . Lnlike the portfolio hedging 
strategy , no weight is given to price differences that occur throughout 
the hedge period . One other strength to the duration hedging strategy 
is the considera tion of the cheapest-to- deliver T- bond i n the hedge 
ratio computation because the cheapest- to-de liver T- bond affects the 
pr ice at which the futures con tract trades. 
A disadvantage of the duration hedging strategy (and of the 
portfolio hedging str ategy) is the assumption that investors will hold 
their hedge to a specific ex ante date . The assumption of a fla t yield 
cur ve could also be a disadvantage t o this stra t egy. If the term 
structure of interest rates is not flat and if it twists and turns when 
it shifts , then a duration-based s trategy chat assumes a flat yield 
curve may be inappr opriate , and ins t ead, a duration- based strategy 
which assumes complex stochastic processes would need to be developed . 
Another weakness of t he duration hedging strategy is chat duration is 
a pr oxy for price r isk only for relatively small changes in interest 
rates ; thus , this strategy will have inherently larger errors the 
greater the changes in interest rates . 
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D. Previous Comparisons of the Hedging Strategies 
Only a few studies have made compar isons of various hedging 
strategies when placing a c r oss- hedge with long-te rm instrument s . In 
fact, the only other study besides this s tud y that empirically compa r es 
a po rt folio strategy , a duration strategy, a nd a naive strategy is t he 
~lcEnally a nd Rice study [40] . Even though McEnally and Ri ce made a 
similar comparison of hedging st r a t egies to that of the compa risons 
made in this study , thei r results can be regarded as preliminary due 
t o the lack of maturity of t he f utures market a t the time of their s tud y . 
The o the r studies mentioned here ma ke comparisons of their pr oposed 
superior strategy, either the portfolio st r a t egy or the duration 
strategy , with the na ive stra t egy and /or varia tions of the naive 
s trategy . Two explanations can be given for the ver y small number of 
empirical studies that have been published in this area . First, 
long- t erm financial futures instruments have only recently been 
introduced; thus , in orde r t o conduct a valid empirical test , the 
passage of time was required for t he market to mature and for an ample 
supply of data to accumulate. Second , the hedging s tra t egies , in 
part icular the duration hedging stra t egy , have been adapted to hedging 
financial f utures contracts in just the last several years. 
Hill and Schneeweis [ 25] a nalyzed the hedging performance of the 
portfolio hedging strategy and a " one-to- one" naive hedging s trategy 
a nd then, compar ed these r esults to an unhedged posi tion . They 
utilized several grades and coupon levels of corpor a t e and utility 
bonds as the cas h i ns truments in monthly cr oss- hedges with near term 
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(less than 4 months to delivery) GNMA a nd T-bond futures . Historical 
data for the portfolio approach began with Janua r y 1976 for GNHA 
f utures and with August 1977 for T- bond futures and ended with 
December 1978 fo r both . For each s tra t egy , results were recorded for 
each month in 1979 . Their r esults indicated that the portfolio 
hedging s trategy is useful in reducing the cash price variance . 
Likewise, the resu l ts indicated that the naive hedging strategy reduced 
the risk of cash price movements; however , the r educ t ion in risk 
achieved by the naive strategy was less than the risk reduction 
achieved by the portfolio hedging strategy . Therefore, they concluded 
that historical data are useful in estimating hedge ratios to be 
implemented in s ubsequent periods . 
~cEnally and Rice are the only ones, prior t o this study , to 
empir ically evalua t e the basic three hedging strat egies that are 
pr esen t ed in this study: a " one-to- one" naive hedge , a duration 
hedge , and a portfolio hedge . The assumption was made that positions 
of various bonds we r e open 12 weeks, the amoun t of time that is 
generally required to float a bond issue . For all hedging periods and 
strategies, the hedging instrument was the ~~rch 1977 Gill-IA con tract. 
McEnally and Rice compared the standard deviations of the dollar gain 
or loss for each of the hedging strategies to the standard devia t ion 
of the gain or loss of an unhedged position during the period of 
August 13 , 1976 thr ough ~larch 18, 1977. Out of six cases of various 
bond series , the naive hedge reduced the variance of price risk in 
five cases compared to the unhedged position, whereas the duration 
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hedge and the po r tfol io hedge reduced t he variance of price risk in only 
four cases compared to the unhedged position. The naive hedge also had 
a lower standard devia tion of wealth c hange as compa r ed with the 
s t a ndar d deviations of the wealth c hange f or the portfolio hedge and t he 
dura tion hedge in t hree out of the six cases . Moreover, the duration 
hedge was found t o be superior to the portfolio hedge in four out o f t he 
six cases . One of the problems with McEnally and Rice ' s study is t ha t 
the GN}1A futures market was assumed to be a matur e ma r ket and given the 
time pe r iod of this s tud y , this may not have been a valid propos ition . 
In 1983 , two studies we r e ublished cha t s upported t he du r ati0n 
hedging strategy as opposed t o o ther hedging s trategies . In one study , 
Gay and Kolb [ 20 ] empirically demonstrated the superiority of a 
dura tion hedge t o an unhedged posit i on , a Naive 1 hedge (a hedge based 
on the face value of t he futu r es contract) , and a Naive 2 hedge (a 
"one-to-one" hedge) . All of the hedging strategies were compar ed to 
the ex post pe r fec t hedge which is the hedge that will make the 
hedger ' s wealth position invariant t o changes in interest rates . They 
assumed the situation of a hedger pla nning t o commi t $1 , 000 , 000 t o a 
particular bond on the t ermination date of the hedge, and they 
randomly selected hedge opening and c l osing da tes throughout the years 
of 1979 and 1980 , the time period of the study . Various bonds with 
differing grades , maturities, and coupons were chosen and then hedged 
with the T- bond f utures contrac t that f irs t matured after the 
t e rmination date of the hedge . 
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Several results of the Gay and Kolb study [20] support the duration 
hedging s trategy as an effective method of avoiding the risk of price 
fluctuations . First, when comparing how the hedging strategies 
approximated the perfect s trategy , Gay and Kolb found the duration 
strategy to outperfor m both naive strategies . Second , they discovered 
that although all of the hedging s trategies substantially r educed the 
mean absolu t e wealth change , the duration strategy was superior by 
eliminating 68.69 percen t of the wealth change . The Naive 2 strategy, 
outperforming the Naive l strategy by 2 . 36 percent , r educed the wealth 
change by only 57.24 percent . A third finding of their stud y is that 
each stra tegy reduced the standard deviation of the wealth change with 
the duration s trategy again performing better t han either naive 
strategy . The authors conclude that implementing the duration hedging 
strategy produced effective hedges against changes in wealth due to 
interest rate variations, and this s trategy per forms well in relation 
to the naive hedging strategies . 
In a study published later in 1983 , Gay and Kolb (21] reviewed 
the advantages and disadvantages of three hedging strategies and then 
introduced the du r ation hedging strategy as a s uperior alterna tive . 
The evaluation of the hedging strategies was based upon five key 
factors which, Gay and Kolb claimed , must be considered to effectively 
control interest rate risk . These considerations are as follows : 
1. The maturity o f the cash and futures instruments; 
2 . The coupons of the cash and futures instruments; 
3 . The length of the hedge period; 
irrelevant to the model. 
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4 . The changes in the yields of the instruments associated only 
with default risk changes ; 
5. The shape of t he yield curve. 
Gay and Kolb maintained that evaluating how and if a strategy 
incorporates each of the above five factors will indica t e whether a 
hedging strategy will per fo rm well as a method of reducing the risk of 
price variation . However , the author s did not include empirical 
suppor t of the conclusions from their study . 
The first strategy Gay and Kolb evaluated is the " one- t o- one" 
naive hedging s tra t egy . Gay and Kolb suggested the naive hedging model 
would perform poorly because the model ignores facto r s 3 , 4 and 5 . 
Moreover, factors 1 and 2 a re only partially regarded in the model . On 
t hat matter, the hedger may choose t he futur es instrument that most 
closely r esembles the cash instrument in maturity and coupon , though 
the coupon and maturities of the instruments are not included in the 
hedge ratio development . 
The second model, the conversion factor hedging model , has not ye t 
been discussed in t his study, and as such, a description of it is 
called for . The conversion factor model is viewed as a slightly more 
complex var iation of the naive model for the reason that when a hedger 
wishes to deter mine a conversion factor hedge ratio , he / she fi rst 
calculates the naive hedge ratio. The conversion factor hedge ratio 
is then derived by multiplying the naive hedge ratio with the 
conversion factor (see subsection B of Chapter II) of t he instrument 
to be hedged . The conversion factor method adjusts the hedge ratio for 
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the coupon and maturity of the hedged instrument . This method assumes 
the yields of both t he instruments are 8 per cent and the instruments 
have iden tical default risks. Though i f interest rates are at any 
leve l other than 8 percent and if the cash and f utures instruments are 
of differing risk levels, then the conversion factor adjustmen t is 
inadequa te . Gay and Kolb conclude that the conversion factor mod el will 
be an inappropriate hedging strategy since the model partially includes 
facto r s 1 and 2 a nd excludes facto r s 3 , 4 and 5 . 
Likewise with t he above five factors as the c riterion , Gay and 
Kolb ques tion the ability of the port folio hedging s tra t egy t o r educe 
the risk of interest r ate fluctuations. Although Gay and Kolb recognize 
that facto r 3 is easily inco r porated into the portfol i o hedging 
str ategy , they main t ained that the inclusion of the other facto r s in 
t he model is difficult to validate . They note that regr ess ion analysis 
is used by the model as an attempt to cap ture t he disparities in the 
coupon levels and maturities between the inst r uments . However , previous 
empirical evidence has shown that the fit of price changes about the 
regression line has been scattered . Thus , the authors asserted that the 
consistency of the por tfolio model t o account for differing coupons a nd 
maturities of the instruments is questionable . For that reason, they 
conclude that fac t o r s 1 and 2 may not be adequat ely accounted for in 
the model . They also inferred that the model excludes factors 4 and 5 
because the portfolio hedge ratio is calculated from historical data , 
and thus , the cu r rent risk and term structure of in teres t rates are 
irrelevant to the model . 
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The final st r ategy Gay and Kolb evalua t ed is the dura t ion hedging 
s tra t egy . Gay and Kolb conveyed that a measure of dura tion , whi ch is 
included in the model , is able to capture t he coupons and ma tur ities 
of t he i nstrumen ts and the t erm s tructure of i n te r es t r a t es . 
Consequen t ly , factor s 1 , 2 and 5 are accoun t ed fo r i n the model . 
Because the yields and pr ices of t he i nstrume nts also a r e ut i lized i n 
determini ng t he dura t ion hedge r a t io , they concluded t hat the r isk 
s t ruc ture of i nte r es t r a t es (fac t or 4) is considered in the mode l . In 
addition , fac t or 3 is add r essed since all the values in t he hedge ratio 
ar e t he expec t ed va l ues at t he closing date of t he hedge . The du r a t ion 
hedging model is the model that considers all five facto r s , a nd 
accor dingly , Gay and Kolb concluded t hat the dur ation model is a 
s uper ior method of hedging as opposed to t he naive model , the conver sion 
factor model and t he portfolio model . 
I n s ummar izing t he r esul ts of the pr evious empir ical s tudies , 
ther e appear s to be no dominate st r ategy overall . In the Hill and 
Schneeweis s t udy , t he po r tfolio str a t egy pe r formed bet t er than the 
naive st r a t egy . Though in the McEnally and Rice study , the portfolio 
s t rategy was not superior t o t he naive stra t egy, nor was the naive 
s trategy superior to the portfolio strategy . Similarly , no conclusion 
can be dr awn about the super iority between the naive and dura t ion 
s t rategies in the McEnally and Rice study ; however , f r om th i s stud y , 
one pr obably could conclude that the duration strategy outper formed the 
portfolio strategy . In the Gay , Kolb and Chiang study , the duration 
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model was superior to the naive models , and the naive 2 model was found 
to be slightly superior t o the naive 1 model . 
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I\'. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
A. Description of Data and Framework fo r Analysis 
The scenario of the study is as fol l ows : A manag'er desires to 
hedge his/her planned issue of $5 million in long-te r m, high grade 
corporate debt . The length of the hedge period is assumed to be three 
months (the amount of time usually required to float the bonds). The 
U.S. Treasury bond futures contract is chosen to hedge the planned 
debt issue as it also is a long-term, high grade instrument. 
The data set included monthly prices from September 1977 through 
December 1983 of Treasury bond futures contrac ts and co r porate AAA 
bonds. To arrive at a monthly price, a weekly average of the daily 
prices was taken for the week containing the 15th of the month . A 
t otal of 57 consecutive three-month hedge periods were obtained from 
the data set with the initial hedge period beginning January 1, 1979 
and ending on April 1, 1979 and the final hedge period beginning 
September 1, 1983 and ending on December 1 , 1983. The near term 
futures con tract prices were utilized because it is the most liquid 
con tract . 
The daily prices of t he T- bond fu tures contracts are settlement 
prices as of 2 : 00 p .m. (CST) and were obtained from the Chicago Board 
of Tr ade. The daily prices of the T-bond are the midafternoon ask 
price quo t a tions published by the Wall Street Journal . The T-bond ask 
price quo tations are r ep r esentative quotations of appr oximately four 
of the largest six government securities dealers in ~ew York City . 
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Resnick and Hennigar (45) found that these data are the best data 
available fo r the T- bond a nd T- bond futures contract . 
Although there is no obvious "best cho ice" in selec ting da t a fo r 
the corporate bonds as is the case with T-bonds a nd T-bond f utures , 
this s tud y utilized prices of a co r por ate A.AA bond index . The highes t 
gr ade of cor por a te bonds was c hosen because t his gr ade closely ma tches 
t he gr ade o f the U. S . Tr easury bond, the instrument underlying the 
T- bond f utures contract (refer t o Fi gu r e 1). The r eason fo r using a 
bond index is that the bond index avoids the measurement e rror tha t 
may be present in individual bond transactions prices due t o odd l o t 
trades a t infrequent intervals (McEnally and Boardman [39] , p . 28) . 
Garand [19 , p . 284) has also s hown tha t changes in bond price indices 
a r e mo r e r eflective of c hanges in the general level of in t e rest rates 
than of changes in t he default risk of bond iss uers . However, a few 
pr oblems exist when using a bond price index as a proxy fo r individual 
bond prices that should caution a researcher from making generalized 
conclusions f r om his/her res ults . One pr oblem is that the use of 
indices may r esult in opposi t e and theor e tically unsatisfactory 
conclus ions from that of individual securities (Nor gaar d [42) , p. 19) . 
The second pr oblem, which may be par ticular to hedging with futures 
con trac ts, is tha t gr ea ter risk red uc tion f r om fu tures market hedging 
likely will occur with bond indices rather than with individual bonds 
(Hill and Schneeweis [24 , 25 , 26) ; Kuberek a nd Pefley (35)) . Lastly , 
by using a pr ice index , there is a t endency to reduce the t o t al 
va r iability in the spot price relative to what would actually exist . 
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The prices of the corporate .::..AA bond index are converted from 
yields of the index as collected by the St . Louis Federal Reserve 
Bank . In or der t o change a yield to a price , it is necessary t o know 
the cou pon value and t erm to mat urity of the bond . Then , with these 
th r ee figur es and t he Thorndike Encyclopedia of Banking and Financial 
Tables (52] , the pr ice is easily determined . Since the St . Louis 
Federal Reserve Bank bases its corporate AAA bond yields on ~loody ' s 
cor porate AAA bond index , the coupon and maturity associated with t he 
Moody ' s index is assumed in this study . Garand has determined an 
average coupon of 6 . 97 and an aver age maturity of 25 . 2 years for the 
Moody ' s corpor ate AAA bond index . Thus, in this study , the yields on 
Moody ' s corpor a t e AAA bond yield index ar e converted in t o prices by 
assuming a 7 per cent coupon a nd 25 years to ma t uri t y in accor dance 
wi t h the values gi ven in Ga rand. 
B. Hedge Ratio Calculations and Results of Hedging Stra t egies 
There are sever al strategies, as mentioned in t he previous 
chapter, that can be used to hedge corpor ate debt with Treasury bond 
futur es contrac t s . To determine which strategy will most likely 
per fo r m t he bes t , a comparison of the strategies is undertaken . The 
yar dstick by whi c h t he success of t he hedging st r a t egy is measured 
will be the net ga i n/loss of the hedge r ' s wealth at the cl osing date 
of the hedge . Since the goal of hedging is t o leave the hedger ' s 
wealth position invariant to interes t rate c hanges , the most successful 
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hedge will be the hedge that produces the smallest absolute net 
gain/loss in wealth . Given a cer t a in hedge period, the gain or loss 
in the cash position will be t he same for each hedging strategy . 
However, each hedg ing strategy uniquely determines the number of 
futures contracts needed to counterbalance any co r po r ate bond price 
changes that may occur a t the t e rmination of the hedge . Once the 
number of f utures contr ac ts i s known , the gain or loss in the futu r es 
position is easily calculated; and subsequently, the difference 
between the gain/loss in the cash position and the gain/loss in the 
futur es position can be found . The r efore, the s uccess of a hedging 
s tra tegy lies in its capabili t y t o correctly determine the number of 
futures cont r acts that will exactly offset the gain or loss in the 
cash position . 
A few clarifications need to be made before specifying how the 
hedging strategies determine the number of f utures cont r acts to trade 
and how the hedging stra t egies perform during each hedge period . 
First , the definition of a hedge ratio utilized in this a nalysis 
differs slightly f r om the definition given in Chapter III . Here, the 
hedge ratio is defined as the number of $100 , 000 face value T- bond 
futures contracts needed to hedge one Sl , 000 face value corpor a t e bond . 
In o the r words, the hedge ratio is the number of contr acts in the 
futures position divided by the number of contracts in the cash 
position . Second, it is assumed that a hedge r may trade a fraction 
number of contracts . Although this assumption is unrealistic, the 
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assumption allows t he full po t ential of hedging t o be demonstrated . 
Thir d , the affec t s of margin requir ements , transac t ion cos t s , and 
income taxes on the hedges a r e ignor ed . 
1 . The naive hedging strategy 
There are two naive hedging str a t egies that a r e analyzed in this 
study . Bo t h of the s trategies , naive 1 and naive 2 , a r e extremely 
simple t o implemen t relative t o o ther hedging st rategies. The 
r e levance of including a naive strategy in the comparison t es t s is due 
solely t o its simpl i ci t y because the lower cost of time and effort 
associated with a naive s trategy could ou tweigh a be tter performance 
in hedging by a no ther s trategy , particularly if t her e is only a slight 
gain in per fo rmance by the o ther s trategy . 
As pr eviously stated , knowledge of the instrumen t s ' ( cash and 
futures) coupons and maturities is unnecessary when undertaking a 
naive hedge . Also , the duration of the hedge period is irr elevant . 
The informa tion that is needed to conduct a naive hedge relies on 
which naive stra t egy is choosen . The naive 1 hedge cal culates the 
number of fu tures contracts to trade with only one piece of 
information , and that is , the face value of the total cash position . 
Wher eas , the naive 2 st r ategy requires knowledge of the current market 
value of the cash position in addition to the total cash position ' s 
face value in order t o calculate the number of futures contracts . 
In this hedging example , the face value of the total cash posi tion 
is $5 million for each hedge period . The number of futures contrac ts 
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for the naive 1 hedge is equal to the amount of the planned issue, 
$5 million, divided by the face value of a T-bond futures contract, 
$100,000, which equals 50 T-bond futures contracts . Table 6 illustra tes 
that in all 57 hedge periods, the number of futures contracts is 
always equal to 50 because the only piece of information required to 
place the naive 1 hedge is the face value of the t o t al cash position 
which is assumed to be $5 million for each hedge period. Notice, 
however, that the number of contracts for the cash position varies with 
each hedge. The number of corporate bonds the hedger will sell at the 
end of the hedge period t o issue $5 million in debt is determined by 
the market value of the bonds at the beginning of the hedge per iod . 
Since the price fo r a corporate bond differs for each opening day of 
the hedge, the expected number of corporate bonds the hedger will sell 
at the close of the hedge varies. 
For instance, the corporate bond price of $779 . 80 for January l , 
1979 in Table 6 is the price the manager expects to receive per bond 
on April 1, 1979 if current interest rates prevail . Though cur rent 
interest rates do not prevail at the close of the hedge period, and 
instead, there is an adverse move in interest rates causing bond 
prices to fall from $779 . 80 t o $7 71 . 20 . The manager incurs an 
opportunity loss of $8 . 60 per bond ($771.20 - $7 79 .80 = - $8 . 60) . 
Since the manager anticipated issuing $5 million with 6411.9 bonds 
($5,000,000/ $779 . 80 = 6411.9), he/she incurs a t otal bond market 
opportunity loss of $55,142 .34 ($8 . 60 x 6411.9 = $55 , 142.34). 
Similarly , the incr ease in interest rates during the hedge period 
pr oduces a gain of $593 . 75 ($90406 . 25 - $89812 . 50 = $593 . 75) on each 
T- bond fut ures contrac t sold . Thus , the manager acquir es a gain of 
$29 , 687 . 50 ($593 . 75 x 50 = $29 , 687 . 50) in the futu r es ma rke t , leaving 
him/her with a change in net weal th of - $25 , 454 . 84 (- $55,142 . 34 + 
$29 , 687 . 5 = - $25 , 454 . 84) . 
The last column of Table 6 gives the net gain/loss in wealth of 
implementing the naive 1 strategy for each hedge period . The 
effectiveness of t he naive 1 hedge is shown by comparing t he net 
gain/loss to the gain/loss incurred in the cash position . If the net 
change in wealth incurred by hedging is smaller than the change in 
wealth incurred by the cash position , the n the st r a tegy i s considered 
to be a n effective hedge . The naive l hedging strategy proves t o be a 
consistently effec tive method of hedging. Out of the 57 hedge 
periods, the placement of t he naive 1 hedge r educes the change in 
weal th fo r 54 of the hedge periods . The discuss i on of how effec tive 
this st r a t egy is and how this strategy compa res t o alter na t ive 
s trategies is given in part four of this subsection . 
The naive 2 strategy is r eferred t o as the "one-to- one" hedge 
because the hedger will go short one dol lar of T-bond futures to hedge 
each initial dollar of market value cor porate bonds . To determine the 
number of futu r es cont r acts for the naive 2 strategy , t he manager must 
fi r st figure the expec t ed number of co r pora t e bonds to sell and then 
adjus t this figu re by a ratio of the face value of the co rporate bond 
Table 6 . Naive l hedging results 
!ledge pt!riod Instrument s Price when Price when Price Number of Total Net 
hedge opened hedge closed change contracts gain/loss gain/loss 
.Jan l , 1979 Corp A/\./\. bonds 779 . 80 771 . 20 -8 . 60 6411. 90 -55142.34 - 25454 .84 
/\.pr I , 1979 T-bond futures 90406 . 25 89812 . 50 593 . 75 50 29687 . 50 
Feb l , 1979 Corp MA bonds 782 . 10 762.00 -20 . 10 6393.04 -128500 .19 -47250.19 
May l ' l979 T-bond fuLures 90343 . 75 88718 . 75 1625 . 00 50 81250 . 00 
Mar I ' 1979 Corp AAA bonds 772 . 00 782 .10 10.10 6476 . 68 65414 . 51 2914.51 
Jun l ' 1979 T-bond fuLur es 90250.00 91500 . 00 -1250.00 50 - 62500 .00 
II.pr I , l <179 Corp /\.A/\. bonds 771. 20 787 . 00 15 . 80 6483 . 40 102437.76 71187.76 
Jul I, 1979 T-bond futures 89812 . 50 90437 . 50 -625 . 00 50 -3) 250 . 00 
May l ' 1979 Corp AAA bonds 762 . 00 786 . 20 24. 02 6561. 68 158792 . 65 52542 . 65 
11.ug l , 1979 T-bond futures 88718. 7 5 90843.75 -2125.00 50 -106250 .00 
Jun J , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 782 . 10 763.50 -18.60 6393 . 04 - 118910.63 27964 . 37 
Sep J , 1979 T-bond Eu Lures 91500 . 00 88562 . 50 2937 . 50 50 146875 . 00 
Jul I ' 1979 Corp MA bonds 787.00 720. 00 -67 . 00 6353 . 24 -425667 . 09 - 33479 . 59 
Ocl I , 1979 T-bond fuLures 90437 . 50 82593 . 75 7843 . 75 50 392 L87 . 50 
Aug 1, L9 79 Co r p II.AA bonds 786 . 20 676 . 60 -109 . 60 6359 . 70 -697023 . 66 -186086.16 
Nov I, 1979 T-bond fu Lures 90843 . 75 80625 .00 10218 . 75 so 510937 . 50 
Sep l, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 763 . 50 674 . 20 -89 . 30 6548 . 79 -584806 . 81 -261369 . 31 
Dec l, 1979 T-bond futures 88562.50 82093 . 75 6468 . 75 50 323437 . 50 
Oct 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 720 . 00 662 . 00 -50 . 00 6944 . 44 -402777 . 78 -27 3090 . 28 
Jan l ' 1980 T-bond fuLures 82593 . 75 80000 . 00 2593 . 75 so 129687 . 50 
Nov l, 1979 Corp AA/\ bond s 676.60 596 . 40 -80.20 7389 . 89 -592669 . 23 -55169 . 23 
Feb 1, l 980 T-bonJ fu lures 80625 . 00 69875 . 00 J0750.00 so 53 7500 . 00 
l)ec ] , l 979 Corp MA bonds 674 . 20 565 . 90 - 108 . 30 7416 . 20 -803174 .1 3 -240674 . 13 
Ma r 1) 1980 T- bond fu Lures 82093 . 75 70843 . 75 11250 . 00 50 562500.00 
Jan I' l 980 Corp AM bonds 662 . 00 612 . 80 -49 . 20 7552 . 87 -37160] . 21 -176288 . 71 
Apr 1 ' l 980 T- bontl fu tures 80000 . 00 76093 . 75 3906 . 25 50 195312 . 50 
l•'l!b l , 1980 Corp MA bonds 596.40 663.80 67 . 40 8383.64 565057.0l 77557 . 0l 
May l • J 980 T-bond futures 69875 . 00 79625 . 00 -97 50 . 00 50 -487500 . 00 
Har l , L980 Cor p AAA bonds 565 . 90 703 . 10 137 . 20 8835 . 48 1212228 . 31 496603 . 31 
Jun 1 , 1980 T-bond fuLures 70843 . 75 85156 . 25 -14312 . 50 50 -715625.00 
Apr l , l 480 Corp MA bonds 612 . 80 656 . 10 43.30 8159 . 27 353296 .34 190796 . 34 
Jul l, 1980 T- bo nd fuLures 76093 . 75 79343 . 75 -3 250 . 00 50 -162500 . 00 
\JI 
O' 
M.::iy l ' 1980 Corp M/\ bonds 663 . 80 628 . 80 - 35 .00 7532 . 39 -263633 .62 - 44883 . 62 
Aug l' ] 980 T-bon<l fuLures 79625 . 00 75250 . 00 4375 . 00 50 218750.00 
Jun l ' ] 980 Corp MA bond s 703 . 10 606 . 00 -97.10 7111. 36 -60-513 . 44 -65513 . 44 
Sep l ) 1980 T- bon<l fuLures 85156 . 25 72656 . 25 12500 . 00 50 625000 . 00 
Ju 1 L' 1980 Corp AAf\ bonds 656 . ] 0 600 . 50 -55 . 60 7620 . 79 - 423 715 . 90 -140903 .40 
Oc: t I ' 1980 T-bon<l fuLurcs 79343 . 75 73687 . 50 5656 . 25 50 282812 . 50 
A11 g I, L980 Cor p MA bonds 628 . 80 560 .10 - 68 . 70 7951.65 -546278 . 63 -250966 . 13 
Nov l , l980 T-bond fu Lures 75250 . 00 69343 . 75 5906 . 25 50 295312 . 50 
Sep ] , 1980 Corp AAA bonds 606 . 00 537 . 30 -68 . 70 8250 . 83 -566831. 68 -374644 . l 8 
Dec: 1 , 1980 T-bond fu t ures 72656 . 25 68812 . 50 3843 . 75 50 192187 . 50 
Oct 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 600 . 50 569 . 10 -31.40 8326 . 39 -261448 . 79 -141136 . 29 
Jan 1, 1981 T- bontl futures 73687 . 50 71281 . 25 2406 . 25 50 120312 . 50 
Tabl e 6 . Cont i nued 
Hedge period Inst rumen Ls Pr ice when Price when Pr ice Numbe r of To t a l Ne t 
hedge opened hedge c l osed change con t r acts ga in /loss gain/Joss 
Nov 1 , ] 980 Cor p MA bonds 560 .10 536 . 50 - 23 . 60 8926. 98 - 210676 . 66 - 43489 .16 
Feb J , J 981 T- bond fuLures 6934 3 . 75 66000 . 00 3343 . 75 50 167187. 50 
Dec ] ' L980 Co r p MA bonds 537 . 30 555 . 70 18 . 40 9305 . 79 171226 . 50 122789 . 00 
Mar I ' 1981 T- bond f utures 68812 . 50 69781. 25 - 968 . 75 50 -48437 . 50 
J.'.ln 1 , L98l Corp AAA bonds 569 . 10 521 . 30 - 4 7. 80 8785 . 80 -419961. 34 -93398.84 
Apr l , J 981 T- bon<l f utu res 71281 . 25 64750 . 00 6531 . 2S so 326562 . 50 
Feb I ' J 981 Corp AAA bond s S36 . 60 497 . 30 - 39 . 20 9319 . 66 -365330 .85 -10S643 . 35 
May I' 198 1 T-bond [ uLu r cs 66000 . 00 624 06 . 25 3593 . 7S 50 179687 . SO 
Mar I' 1981 Co r p MA bonds SSS . 70 S32 . SO - 23 . 20 8997. 66 -20874S . 73 - 119683 . 23 
Jun l' 1981 T- bond fuLures 69781.2S 68000 . 00 1781.25 so 89062 . SO 
Apr l , J 981 Corp AAA bonds S21.30 S07 . SO - 13 . 80 9S91. 41 -] 32361. 40 -126111 . 40 
J LI] L ' 198 1 T- bond futu r es 647SO . OO 6462S . OO ] 25 . 00 so 62SO . OO 
May 1, ] 981 Corp MA bonds 497 . 30 488 . 60 - 8 . 70 100S4 . 29 -87472 . 35 -49972 . 3S 
Aug J ' '198 1 T-bond f utures 624 06. 2S 6'16S6 . 25 750 . 00 so 37SOO.OO 
Jun l' 1981 Corp AAA bonds 532 . SO 471.10 -61 . 40 9389 . 67 -576S2S . 82 -182775 .82 
Sep J ' J 981 T-bond futures 68000 . 00 60125 . 00 787S . OO so 3937SO . OO 
Jul 1 , 1981 Corp AM bonds 507 . SO 475 . 00 -32 . 50 9852 . 22 -320197.04 - 62384 . S4 
Oc t 1, 1981 T- bond f utures 64625 . 00 S9468 . 75 5156 . 2S so 2S7812 . SO 
Aug l , 1981 Cor p AAA bonds 488 . 60 S20 .10 31 . SO 10233 . 32 322349 . 57 175474 . 57 
Nov L ' 1981 T- bond f utures 616S6 . 25 64S93 . 75 - 2937 . 50 50 -146875 . 00 
Sep 1, 198] Corp AAA bonds 4 71. 00 512. 80 41.80 10615 . 71 443736 . 73 274986 . 73 
Dec 1 ' 1981 T-bond futures 60125.00 63500.00 - 3375 . 00 50 -168750 . 00 
Oct l, 1981 Corp MA bonds 475 . 00 4 7 l. 00 -3 . 60 10526 . 32 -37894 . 74 -1.957 . 24 
Jan 1, 1982 T-bond Eu tu res 59468 . 75 58750 . 00 718 . 75 50 35937 . 50 
Nov ] ' 1981 Corp AAA bonds 520.10 469 . 80 -50 . 30 9613 . 54 -483560 .85 - 260123 . 35 
Feb l, L982 T-bond futures 64593 . 75 60125 . 00 4468 . 7S 50 223437 . 50 
Dec ·1' 1981 Corp AAA bo nd s 512 . 80 496 . 60 -16 . 20 9750 .39 -157956 . 32 -]26706 . 32 
Mui:- L, 1982 T-bond futures 63SOO . OO 62875 . 00 625 . 00 50 3L250 . 00 
Jan l, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 47l.40 497 . 30 2S . 90 10606 . 70 274713 . 62 24713 . 62 
Apr I ' 1982 T- bond futures 58750 . 00 63750 . 00 - 5000 . 00 so -2SOOOO.OO 
Feb 1, J 982 Co r p AAA bonds 469 . 80 508.30 38 . SO 10642 . 83 409748 . 83 206623 . 83 
May 1, 1982 T- bond fut ures 6012S . OO 64187 . so - 4062 . SO so - 20312S . OO 
Mar 1, ] 982 Cor p MA bonds -84S75 . ll 26362 . 39 
Vl 
496 . 60 488 . 20 -8 . 40 10068.47 co 
Jun I ' 1982 T-bond fut ures 6287S . OO 60656 . 25 2218 . 75 so 110937 . SO 
Apr l, 1982 Corp A.Ai\ bonds 497 . 30 493 . 10 -4 . 20 10054 . 29 -42228 . 03 1S584 . 47 
Jul 1 ' 1982 T- bond fu lures 63750 . 00 62593 . 7S 1156 . 25 50 57812 . SO 
May l, 1982 Corp AAA bonds S08 . 30 537 . 70 29 . 40 9836 . 71 289199 . 29 123574 . 29 
Aug l ' 1982 T-bond fut ures 64187 . 50 67SOO . OO -3312 . 50 so -16562S . OO 
Jun .L' J 982 Co rp MA bonds 488 . 20 SS4 . 80 66 . 60 10241. 70 682097 . 50 319S97 . 50 
Sep l, ] 982 T-bon<l fuLures 60656 . 25 67906 . 25 72SO . OO 50 -362500.00 
Jul 1 ' ] 982 Corp /\AA bonds 493 . .LO 609 . 10 116 . 00 10139 . 93 1176232 . 00 484044 . 50 
OcL 1 , 1982 T- bond futures 62593 . 75 76437 . 50 -13843 . 75 50 -692187 . 50 
Aug 1, 1982 Corp fl.AA bonds 537 . 70 621 . 70 84 . 00 9298 . 87 781104 . 71 309229 . 71 
Nov 1, ] 982 T-bon<l (utures 67500 . 00 76937 . SO -9437. 50 50 - 4 71875. OD 
Table 6. Continued 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Price Number of Total Net 
hedge opened hedge closed change contracts gain/loss gain/loss 
Sep 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 554.80 615.40 60.60 9012.26 546142.75 199267 .75 
Dec 1, 1982 T-bond futures 67906.25 74843.75 -6937.50 50 -346875.00 
Oct 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 609.10 621. 70 12.60 8208.83 103431. 29 165931. 29 
Jan 1, 1983 T-bond futures 76437.50 75187.50 1250.00 50 62500.00 
Nov 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 621. 70 602.00 -19. 70 8042.46 -158436.54 -8436.54 
Feb 1, 19,83 T-bond futures 76937.50 73937.50 3000.00 50 150000 . 00 
Dec 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 615.40 616.90 1.50 8124.80 12187.20 1249. 70 
Mar 1, 1983 T-bond futures 74843.75 75062.50 - 218 .75 50 -10937 .50 
Jan 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 621. 70 632.10 10.40 8042.46 83641.63 - 31983.37 
Apr 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75187.50 77500.00 -2312.50 50 -115625.00 
Feb 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 602.00 630.40 28 .40 8305 . 65 235880.40 112442.90 
May 1, 1983 T-bond futures 73937.50 76406.25 -2468.75 50 -123437.50 
Mar 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 616.90 623.90 7.00 8105.04 56735.29 52047.79 
Jun 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75062.50 75156.25 -93.75 50 -4687.50 
Apr 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 632.10 599.40 -32 .70 7910 . 14 -258661.60 47588 . 40 
Jul 1, 1983 T-bond futures 77500.00 71375.00 6125.00 50 306250 . 00 
May 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 630.40 586.10 -44.30 7931.47 -351364.21 -66989.21 
Aug 1, 1983 T-bond futures 76406.25 70718.75 5687.50 50 284375.00 
Jun 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 623.90 586.10 -37.80 8014 . 10 -302933.16 -71683 . 16 
Sep 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75156.25 70531. 25 4625.00 50 231250.00 
Jul 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 599 . 40 
Oct l, 1983 T-bond futures 71375 . 00 
Aug J , 1983 Corp AM bonds 586.10 
Nov 1, 1983 T- bond futures 70718 . 75 
Sep l, ] 983 Corp AAA hond s 585 . 10 
Dec I' 1983 T- bond f utures 70531. 25 
595 . 40 -4 .00 834 1. 68 
71593 . 75 -218.75 50 
585 . 10 -1 . 00 8530 . 97 
70375 . 00 343 . 7 5 50 
573 . 70 -12. 40 8530 . 97 
68625 . 00 1906 . 25 50 
-33366 . 70 
-10937. 50 
- 8530 .97 
17187 . 50 
-105784 . 00 
96312 .50 
-44 304 . 20 
8656 . 53 
-10471 . 50 
"' 0 
61 
and the face value of the T-bond futures con tract . Recall that the 
method of determining the expected number of corpor ate bonds a manager 
will sell at the end of the hedge pe r iod is the same for each hedging 
strategy . 
Table 7 shows the r esults of t he naive 2 hedging strategy . As in 
Table 6 , the manager will expect to sell 6411 . 9 corpor ate bonds at the 
close of t he hedge . Because of the fall in bond prices , the manager 
incur s a to tal opportunity loss of $55 ,142 . 34 . For this s trategy , the 
number of futures contracts is equal t o the number of corporate bonds , 
6411 . 9 , multiplied by t he r atio of the face values of the instruments , 
$1 , 000/$100 , 000 = 0 . 01 , which is 64 .1 futures contracts. The gain of 
$38 , 070 . 66 ($593.75 x 64 .1 = $38 , 070 . 66) achieved in the f utures 
market offsets t he opportunity loss of $55 ,14 2 . 34 in the cash ma r ket . 
In the first hedge period, the net change in weal t h from conducting 
t he naive 2 hedge is $17 , 071 . 69 . The absolute change in wealth from 
hedging with the naive 2 strategy , $17 , 071 . 69 , is smaller than t he 
absolute change in wealth without hedging, $55 , 142 . 34 ; and thus, the 
naive 2 hedge is effective in the first hedge period . ~1oreover , 
Table 7 illustrates that the naive 2 strategy is an effective method 
of hedging for 51 ou t of the 57 hedge periods. 
2 . The portfol i o hedging strategy 
The implement a tion of the portfolio hedging strategy to es t imate 
minimum risk hedge ratios requires r egression of time series data 
consisting of historical price changes of the cash instrument against 
'I ab l e 7 . Naive 2 he dg ing results 
Hedge period Instrument s Price wh en Price when Price Number of To t a l Ne t 
hedg,e opened hedge closed change con tracts gain/ l oss ga in/loss 
Jan ] , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 77 9. 80 771. 20 - 8 . 60 6411 . 90 -55142 . 34 17071.69 
Apr l , 1979 T-bond f uLures 90406 . 25 89812 . 50 593 . 75 64.12 38070.66 
Feb 1 , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 782. 10 762 . 00 -20 .10 6393 .04 -128500 .19 -24613 . 2:l 
May 1, 1979 T-bond f uLures 90343 . 75 88718 . 75 1625 . 00 63.93 103886 . 97 
Mar J , 1979 Corp AM bonds 772 . 00 782.10 10 . ) 0 6476 . 68 65414 . 51 -15544.04 
Jun l, 1979 T- bond futures 90250 . 00 91500 . 00 - 1250 . 00 64 . 77 - 80958 .55 
Apr l, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 771. 20 787 .00 15 . 80 6483 . 40 102437 . 76 61916.49 
Ju] 1 , 1979 T-bond futures 89812 . 50 90437 . 50 -625.00 64 . 83 -4 052 1 . 27 
May l • 1979 Corp AAA bonds 762 . 00 786 . 20 24 . 20 6561 . 68 158792 . 65 19356 . 96 
Aug ] ' 1979 T- bond futures 88718 . 75 90843 . 75 - 2125 . 00 65.62 -13 9435 . 70 
Jun 1 , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 782 .10 763 . 50 -18.60 6393 . 04 -118910 . 63 68885 . 05 
Sep l , 1979 T- bond fu tu res 91500 . 00 88562 .50 2937 . 50 63 . 93 187795 . 68 
,Ju I 1 , 1979 Co r p AM bonds 787 . 00 720 . 00 - 67 . 00 6353 . 24 -425667 .09 72665 .18 
Oc t ] , 1979 T-bond futures 90437 . 50 82593 . 75 7843.75 63 . 53 498332 . 27 
Aug l, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 786 . 20 676 . 60 -109 . 60 6359 . 70 -697023.66 -4 71lil . 31 
Nov l , 1979 T- bond futures 90843 . 75 80625.00 10218 . 75 63 . 60 649882 . 35 
Sep 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 763.50 674.20 -89 . 30 6548 . 79 -584806 . 81 -16ll82. 06 
Dec 1, 1979 T- bond futur es 88562 . 50 82093 . 75 6468 . 75 65 . 49 423624 . 75 
Oct I, 1979 Corp AM bonds 720 . 00 662.00 -58 . 00 6944 .44 -40277 7. 78 - 222656 . 25 
J a n 1 , 1980 T-bond futures 82593 . 75 80000.00 2593 . 75 69 . 44 180121 . 53 
Nov l, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 676 . 60 596 . 40 -80 . 20 7389.89 -592669 . 23 201744 . 01 
Feb l, 1980 T- bond Fu Lures 80625.00 69875 . 00 10750.00 73 . 90 794413 . 24 
Dec l , ] 979 Cor p /I.AA bonds 674 . 20 565 . 90 -108 . 30 7416 . 20 -803174 . 13 31 148 . 03 
Mar 1, 1980 T- bond f utures 82093 . 75 70843 . 75 11250 . 00 74 . 16 834322 .16 
Jan l , ] 980 Corp /I.AA bonds 662 . 00 612 .80 -49 . 20 7552 .87 -371601. 21 -76567. 22 
Apr I, 1980 T-bond fuLures 80000 . 00 76093 . 75 3906 . 25 75 . 53 295033 . 99 
Feb I , 1980 Corp /\AA bonds 596 . 40 663 . 80 67 .40 8383 .64 565057 .01 - 25234 7 . 42 
Mny 1, 1980 T-bond futures 49875 . 00 79625 . 00 9750 . 00 83 . 84 -817404 . 43 
Mnr L ' 1980 Corp /I.AA bonds 565 . 90 703 .10 137 . 20 8835 .48 1212228 . 31 -52350 . 24 
. Jun l' 1980 T-bond futures 70843 . 75 85156 . 25 -14312.50 88 . 35 -1264 578 . 55 
/I.pr I , 1980 Corp /I.AA bonds 612.80 656 . 10 43 . 30 8159 . 27 353296 . 34 88120.10 
.Ju I 1, 1980 T-bond futures 76093 . 75 79343 . 75 -3250 . 00 81 . 59 -265176.24 
O' 
Mny J' ] 980 Co r p /I.AA bonds 663 . 80 628 . 80 -35 . 00 7532.39 -263633 . 62 65908 . 4 L 
w 
Aug l , 1980 T-bond futures 79625 . 00 75250.00 4375 . 00 75 . 32 329542 . 03 
.J Lill I, 1980 Corp /I.AA bonds 703 .1 0 606 . 00 -97 .10 7111 . 36 -690513 . 44 198407 . 05 
Sep I, 1980 T-bond f utu res 85156 . 25 72656.25 12500.00 71.11 888920 . 49 
Jul 1, 1980 Corp MA bonds 656 . l 0 600 . 50 -55 . 60 7620.79 -42371 5 . 90 7335 . 0l 
Oct ] , 1980 T-bond futures 79434 . 75 73687 . so 5656 . 25 76 . 21 431050 . 91 
/l.ug ] , J 980 Corp /l.M bonds 628 . 80 560 . l O -68 . 70 7951. 65 -546278 . 63 -76634 . 06 
Nov 1 , 1980 T-bond fuLures 75250.00 69343 . 75 5906 . 25 79 . 52 469644 . 56 
Sep l , 1980 Corp /l.M bonds 606 . 00 537 . 30 -68 . 70 8250 . 83 -566831. 68 -249690 . 59 
Dec l, 1980 T-bond futu1·es 72656.25 68812. 50 3843 . 75 82 . 51 31714 1. 09 
OcL l , 1980 Corp AAA bonds 600 . 50 569 . 10 -31. 40 8326 . 39 -261448.79 -6] 094 . 92 
.Jan J ' 1981 T-bond futures 73687 . 50 71281 . 25 2406 . 25 83 . 26 200353 . 87 
TabJe 7. Continued 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Price Number of Total Net 
hedge opened hedge c losed change contracts gain/loss gain/loss 
Nov l, 1980 Corp AM bonds 560 . 10 536 . 50 -23 . 60 8926 . 98 -210676 . 66 87819 .14 
Feb l, 1981 T-bond [uLures 69343 . 75 66000 . 00 3343 . 75 09.27 298495.80 
Dec 1, 1980 Corp Ml\ bonds 537.30 555. 70 18 . 40 9305 . 79 171226 . 50 81076 . 68 
Mar L, 1981 T-bo11d f uLu res 68812 . 50 69781 . 25 -968. 75 93 .06 -90L49 . 82 
Jan 1, 1981 Corp AM bonds 569 . 10 521. 30 -Li 7. 80 8785.80 -419961. 34 153861. 36 
Apr l, 1981 T-bond futures 7128 l. 25 64750 . 00 6531. 25 87 . 86 573822 . 70 
Feb l , 1981 Corp AM bonds 536.50 497 . 30 -39 . 20 9319.66 - 365330 . 85 -30405 . 41 
May l , 198 L T-bond futures 66000.00 62406 . 25 3593 . 75 93 . 20 334925 . 44 
Ma r L, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 555 . 70 532 . 50 - 23 . 20 8997 . 66 -208745 . 73 - 48474 . 90 
Jun 1, 1981 T-bond futures 69781 . 25 68000 . 00 1781 . 25 89 . 98 160270 . 83 
Apr L, ) 981 Corp MA bonds 521. 30 507 . 50 -13 . 80 9591. 41 -132361. 40 -120372.15 
Jul J , ] 981 T-bond fulures 64750 . 00 64625.00 125 . 00 95 . 91 11989. 26 
May l, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 497 . 30 488 . 60 -8 . 70 10054 . 29 - 87472 . 35 -12065 . 15 
Aug J , 1981 T-bond fu Lures 62406 . 25 61656 . 25 750.00 100 . 54 75407.20 
Jun l, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 532 . 50 4 71.10 -61. 40 9389 . 67 -576525 .82 162910.80 
Sep l, 1981 T- bond fuLures 68000 . 00 60125 . 00 7875.00 93 . 90 739436 . 62 
Jul l , 1981 Corp AM bonds 507 . 50 475 . 00 -32.50 9852 . 22 -320197 . 04 187807 .88 
Oc L l, L981 T-bond futures 64625 . 00 59468 . 75 5156 . 25 98 . 52 508004 . 93 
Aug L, 1981 Corp MA bonds 488.60 520 .10 31.50 10233 . 32 322349 . 57 21745 . 80 
Nov l, 198 1 T- bond f utures 61656 . 25 64593 . 75 -2937 . 50 102.33 -300603 . 77 
Sep 1, 1981 Corp /\AA bonds 471 . 00 512 . 80 41.80 106"15 . 71 443736 . 73 85456.48 
Oec l , 1981 T-bond futures 60125.00 63500 .00 -3375 . 00 106 . 16 -358280.25 
Ocl 1 , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 475 . 00 471.40 -3.60 10526 . 32 -37894 .74 37763 . 16 
Jan ] , 1982 T-bond fu tures 59468 . 75 58750 . 00 718 . 75 105.26 75657.89 
Nov ] . 1981 Corp AAA bonds 520.10 469.80 -SO.JO 9613. 54 -483560 . 85 - 53955 . 97 
Feb I' J 982 T-bund futures 64593.75 60125 . 00 4468 . 75 96 .14 429604.88 
Dec I, 1981 Corp MA bonds 512.80 496 . 60 -16.20 9750 . 39 -157956 . 32 - 970)6 . 38 
Mar I, J 982 T-bond fuLures 63500.00 62875.00 625.00 97.50 60939.94 
.Ian 1, 1982 Corp /\AA bonds 4 71.40 497 . 30 25 . 90 10606 . 70 274713 .62 -255621 . 55 
Apr J • 1982 T- bond fuLures 58750 .00 63750 . 00 -5000. 00 106 . 07 - 530335 . 17 
Feb J , 1982 Corp /\AA bonds 469 . 80 508 . 30 38 . 50 10642 . 83 409748 . 83 - 22616 . 01 
May I' 1982 T- bond (uLures 60125 . 00 64187 .50 -4062 . 50 106 . 43 -4 32364 . 04 
O' 
M;ir ] , 1982 Corp Mii. bonds 496. 60 488.20 -8.40 10068 . 47 -84575 . 11 138818 . 97 
V1 
Jun ] . 1982 T-bond futures 62875 . 00 60656 . 25 2218 . 75 100 . 68 223394 . 00 
Apr I' l 982 Corp AAA bonds 497.30 493 . 10 -4 . 20 10054.29 -42228 . 03 74024 . 73 
.Jul I, 1982 T- bon<l fulurcs 63750 . 00 62593 . 75 1156 . 25 100.54 116252 . 76 
May l' 1982 Corp AAA bonds 508 . 30 537 . 70 29 . 40 9836.71 289199 . 29 -36641 . 75 
Aug l, 1982 T-bond fu Lures 64187.50 67500.00 -3312 . 50 98 . 37 -325841. 04 
Jun I' 1982 Corp AM bonds 488.20 554 . 80 66 . 60 10241 . 70 682097 . 50 - 60526 . 05 
Sep l, 1982 T-bond futures 60656 . 25 67906 . 25 - 7250 . 00 102.42 -742523 . 56 
Jul J , 1982 Corp AAA bonds 4 93. 1 0 609 . 10 ll6 . 00 10139 . 93 1176232 . 00 -227514.70 
Oct l, 1982 T-bond fuLures 62593 . 75 76437 . 50 - 13843.75 
I 
101. 40 -1403746.70 
Aug 1, 1982 Cor p AAA bonus 537 . 70 621. 70 84.00 9298 . 87 781104 . 71 -96475 . 73 
Nov l , 1982 T-bond fuLLtres 67500.00 76937 . 50 -9437.50 92.99 -877580 . 44 
Table 7 . Cont i nued 
!ledge period lns Lrumen l s Price when Pr ice when Price Number o f Tot.1J Net 
hedge opened lte tl ge c l osed change cont r ncts ga in/loss ga in / l oss 
Sep 1 , 1982 Corp AM bond s 554 . 80 6J 5 . 40 60 . 60 9012 . 26 546142 . 75 -79082 . 55 
Oec 1 , 1982 T-bond futures 67906 . 25 74843 . 75 - 6937. 50 90 . 12 -625225 . 31 
Oc t l ' 1982 Co r p /\AA bond s 609 . 10 621.70 12 . 60 8028 . 83 103431. 29 206041. 70 
J an l' 1983 T-bontl futur es 76437 . 50 75187 . 50 1250 . 00 82.09 102610 . 41 
Nov t , 1982 Corp /\M bond s 621. 70 602 . 00 -19 . 70 8042 . 46 -158436 . 54 82837 .38 
Fl.!b ] , 1983 T-bond futures 76937 . 50 73937 . 50 3000 . 00 80 . l12 241273 . 93 
Dec 1 , 1982 Corp /\AA bond s 615 . 4 0 616 . 90 1.50 8124 . 80 l 2J87 . 20 -5585 . 80 
Mar l , 1983 T-bond futures 74843.75 75062 . 50 -218 . 75 8 L. 25 -17772 . 99 
J nn j , 1983 Corp /\/\A bonds 621 . 70 632 . 10 10 . 40 8042 . 46 83641 . 63 -102340.36 
/\pr l , 1983 T-bond futures 75187 . 50 77500 . 00 - 2312 . 50 80 . 42 -185981 . 98 
Feb 1 , 1983 Corp MA bonds 602 .00 630 . 40 28 . 40 8305 . 65 235880 . 40 30834 . 72 
May 1 , 1983 T-bond futures 73937 . 50 76406 . 25 -2468 . 75 83 . 06 -205045 . 68 
Ma r 1, ] 983 Corp /\AA bonds 616.90 623 . 90 7. 00 8105 . 04 56735 . 29 49136 .8l 
Jun 1 , 1983 T-bontl fu tures 75062 . 50 75156 . 25 -93 . 75 81.05 -7598 . 48 
Apr l , 1983 Corp /\AA bond s 632 .10 599 . 40 -32 . 70 7910 . 14 -25866) . 60 225834.52 
Jul 1 , 1983 T-bond fu Lures 77500 . 00 71375 . 00 6125 . 00 79 . 10 484496 . 12 
May l , 1983 Corp MA bonds 630 . 40 586 . 10 - 44 . 30 7931. 47 -351364.21 99738 . 26 
Aug 1, 1983 T-bond future s 76406 . 25 70718 . 75 5678 . 50 79 . 31 451102 . 4 7 
Jun l, 1983 Corp /\AA bonds 623 . 90 586 . LO -37 . 80 8014 . 10 -302933 . 16 67719 . 19 
Sep 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75156.25 70531. 25 4625 . 00 80 . 14 370652 . 35 
Jul 1 ) 1983 Corp AAA bonds 599 . 40 595 . 40 - 4 . 00 8341 . 68 -33366 .70 -51614 .11 
Oct 1) 1983 T-bond futures 71375. 00 71593.75 - 218 .75 83 . 42 - 18247 . 41 
Aug 1, ] 983 Corp AAA bonds 586 . 10 585 .] 0 -1.00 8530 . 97 -8530.97 20794 . 23 
Nov 1, 1983 T-bond futures 70718.75 70375 .00 343 . 75 85 . 31 29325 . 20 
Sep J , 1983 Corp AAA bonds 586.10 573 . 70 -12. 40 8530.97 -J05784.00 56837.57 
Dec 1, 1983 T-bond futures 70531. 25 68625 . 00 1906 . 25 85 . 31 162621. 5 7 
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the price changes of the futures instrument. Parameter es timates of 
the model represented by Equation (9) are obtained by ordinar y least 
squares regression. The estima te of S r ep r esents the minimum-variance 
hedge ratio, and thus, determines the number of f utures contracts t o 
trade. Monthly price changes from September 1977 through December 1978 
were used to estimate the first three hedge periods: January 1, 1979 
through April 1 , 1979; February 1, 1979 through May 1, 1979; and 
Ma r ch 1, 1979 through June 1, 1979 . Then, the data set was expanded to 
September 1977 through March 1979 to estimate the hedge periods 
beginning in the following three months, that is, to estimate the 
following three hedge periods: April 1, 1979 through July 1, 1979; 
May 1, 1979 through Augus t 1 , 1979; and June 1, 1979 through 
September 1, 1979 . Every three months the da t a set was expanded t o 
include the most recent data . Because the data set is adjusted in 
three month intervals, one es timate of S was appl i ed to three hedge 
periods . Table 8 shows the estima t e of$ , the hedge ratio (HR) , for 
each hedge per iod that was utilized in the portfolio hedging s trategy . 
For each estimation period, the model was t es ted for 
autocorrela tion by app l ying the Durbin-Watson t est . In 15 out of the 
18 estimation periods , positive first-order autocorrelation was fo und 
at the S percent significance level . Table 8 also gives the coeff i cient 
of determination, r
2
, fo r the model during each estimation period . 
2 . The r gives the proportional reduction in variance that comes from 
maintaining a hedged rathe r than an unhedged position , and thus , the 
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Table 8 . Beta hedge ratio s 
period HR 
2 
HRC Hedge r 
1/ 1/79 - 4 / 1/79 . 00677 . 7664 . 00677 
2/1/79 - 5/ 1/79 . 00677 .7664 ' 00677 
3/ 1/79 - 6/ 1 / 79 . 00677 . 7664 . 00677 
4/ 1 /79 - 7/ 1/79 .007 23 . 8107 . 00723 
5/ 1/79 - 8/1/79 . 00723 .8107 . 00723 
6/1/79 - 9/ 1/79 . 00723 . 8107 . 00723 
7/ 1/79 - 10/1/79 . 00818 .8283 . 00779 
8/1/79 - 11/1/79 .00818 . 8283 . 00779 
9/1/79 - 12/ 1/79 . 00818 .8283 . 00779 
10/1/79 - 1/ 1/80 . 00978 . 8972 .00950 
11/ 1/79 - 2/ 1/80 . 00978 . 8972 . 00950 
12 / 1/79 - 3/1/ 80 . 00978 . 8972 . 00950 
1 /1/80 - 4/1/80 . 00910 .8826 . 00910 
2/1/80 - 5/1/80 . 00910 . 8826 . 00910 
3/ 1 / 80 - 6/1/80 . 00910 . 8826 . 00910 
4/1 /80 - 7/ 1/80 . 00905 . 9368 . 00905 
5/1/80 - 8/1/80 . 00905 . 9368 . 00905 
6/1/80 - 9/1 / 80 . 00905 .9368 . 00905 
7/ 1 / 80 - 10/ 1 /80 . 00892 .9361 .00861 
8/ 1 /80 - 11 / 1/ 80 . 00892 . 9361 . 00861 
9/ 1/ 80 - 12/1/80 . 00892 . 9361 . 00861 
10/1 /80 - 1/ 1/81 . 00902 . 9262 .008 68 
11/ 1/ 80 - 2/1/81 . 00902 . 9262 . 00868 
12/1/80 - 3/1/81 . 00902 . 9262 . 00868 
1/1/81 - 4/ 1/81 .00906 . 9244 .00869 
2/1/81 - 5/1/81 .00906 .9244 . 00869 
3/1/81 - 6/1/81 . 00906 . 9244 .00869 
4/1/ 81 - 7/1/81 . 00900 . 9222 . 00860 
5/1/81 - 8/1/81 .00900 . 9222 . 00860 
6/1/81 - 9/1/81 . 00900 . 9222 . 00860 
7/1/81 - 10/1/81 . 00892 . 9210 . 00851 
8/1/ 81 - 11 /1/81 . 00892 . 9210 . 00851 
9/ 1 /81 - 12 /1/81 . 00892 . 9210 . 00851 
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Table 8 . Continued 
Hedge period HR 2 HRC r 
10/1/81 - 1 / 1 /82 . 00899 . 9218 . 00856 
11/ 1/81 - 2/1/82 . 00899 . 9218 . 00856 
12 /1/81 - 3/1/82 . 00899 . 9218 . 00856 
1/1/82 - 4/1/82 . 00900 . 9211 . 00858 
2/ 1 / 82 - 5/1/82 . 00900 . 9211 .00858 
3/1/82 - 6/1/82 . 00900 . 9211 . 00858 
4/ 1/82 - 7/1/82 . 00892 .9212 . 00852 
5/1/82 - 8/1/82 . 00892 . 9212 . 00852 
6/1/82 - 9/1/82 . 00892 . 9212 . 00852 
7/1/82 - 10/1/82 . 00897 . 9275 . 00856 
8/1/82 - 11/1/82 . 00897 . 9275 . 00856 
9/1/82 - 12/1/82 . 00897 .9275 . 00856 
10/1/82 - 1/1/83 .00893 . 9438 . 00857 
11/ 1/82 - 2/1/83 . 00893 . 9438 .00857 
12/1/82 - 3/1/83 . 00893 . 9438 . 00857 
1/1/83 - 4/1/83 . 00892 . 9391 . 00850 
2/1/83 - 5/1/83 . 00892 . 9391 . 00850 
3/1/83 - 6/1/83 . 00892 . 9391 . 00850 
4/1/83 - 7/1/83 . 00893 . 9388 . 00852 
5/1/83 - 8/1/83 . 00893 . 9388 . 00852 
6/1/83 - 9/1/83 . 00893 . 9388 . 00852 
7/1/83 - 10/1/83 . 00884 . 9356 . 00841 
8/1/83 - 11/1/83 . 00884 . 9356 . 00841 
9/1/83 - 12/1/83 . 00884 . 9356 . 00841 
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high r 2 associa t ed with each es timation period would seem t o signify 
that the portfol io hedging strategy is an effective method of reducing 
price variance . The consequences of applying OLS to a model with 
autocorrelated disturbances a r e unbiased , but ineffic ient estimation 
and invalid inference procedures . Therefore, OLS regression will no t 
produce theoretically optima l hedge r atio estimates and the measure of 
hedging effectiveness , r
2
, is spurious . 
Fo r estimation periods exhibi ting au t ocorrelation , the error term 
of the model is assumed to be an au t oregressive process of the first 
order given by : 
~u 1 + £ ' t - (15) 
2 
where E(E) = 0 , E(EE ' ) = cr I, and 1¢1 < 1 to ensure stationarity . The 
correction for autocorrelation was made by the AVTOREG pr ocedure of 
SAS, a statistical computer package . AUTOREG approximates the least 
squares estima te of ¢ in a manner similar to the Cochr ane - Orcutt 
procedure . The corrected estimates of 8 , the hedge r atios corrected 
fo r autocorrelation (HRC) , are given in Table 8 . When HRC is the same 
as HR in Table 8 , then the model during that estimation period did not 
exhibit autocorrelation , so no correction of HR was necessary . 
Table 9 pr esents the results of the beta hedge and the beta hedge 
corrected for autocorrelation . The first 8 columns of Table 9 a r e 
similar to Tables 6 and 7 . On January 1, 1979, a manager anticipa t es 
selling 6411 . 9 corporate AAA bonds in three months at the current 
Table 9 . Be t a hedging r esults 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Cha nge 
hedge opened hedge c l osed 
J:!n 1 , .L9i9 Cur? .\ ... \ .. \ bond):) 779 .80 771.20 -8 . oO 
Ap r 1 , 1979 I - bond fu tures 90406 . 25 89812 . 50 593 . 75 
Feb 1, 1979 Co r p AAA bonds 782 . 10 762 . 00 - 20 .10 
May 1 , 1979 I - bond fu tures 90343 . 75 88 718 . 75 1625 . 00 
Mar 1, 1979 Co r p AAA bonds 772 . 00 782 .10 10.10 
Jun 1, 1979 I - bond futures 90250 . 00 91500 .00 -1250 .00 
Apr 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 771. 20 78 7. 00 15 . 80 
Jul 1, 1979 T- bond futures 89812 . 50 90437 . 50 - 625 . 00 
:lay 1 , 1979 Cor p AAA bonds 762 . 00 786 . 20 24 . 20 
Aug 1, 1979 I - bond fut ures 88718 . 75 90843 . 75 - 2125 . 00 
Jun 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 782.10 763. 50 -18 .60 
Sep 1 , 1979 I - bond fu tures 91500 . 00 88562 . 50 2937 . 50 
Jul 1 , 1979 Cor p AAA bonds 787 . 00 720 . 00 - 67 . 00 
Oct 1, 1979 T-bond futures 90437 . 50 82593 . 75 7843 . 75 
Aug 1 , 1979 Cor p AAA bonds 786 . 20 676 . 60 -109 . 60 
Nov 1 , 1979 T- bond futures 90843 . 75 80625 . 00 10218 . 75 
Sep 1, 1979 Corp &\A bonds 763 . 50 674 . 20 - 89 .30 
Dec 1 , 197 9 T-bond futur es 88562 . 50 82093 . 75 6468 . 75 
Oc t 1 , 1979 Cor p AAA bonds 720 . 00 662 . 00 - 58 . 00 
Jan 1 , 1980 T- bond futures 82593 . 75 80000 . 00 2593 . 75 
Nov 1, 1979 Co r p AAA bonds 676 . 60 596 . 40 - 80 . 20 
Feb 1 , 1980 T- bond futures 80625 . 00 69875 . 00 10750 . 00 
Dec 1, 1979 Cor p AAA bonds 674 . 20 565 . 90 -1 08 . 30 
:1ar 1 , 1980 I-bond f utures 82093 . 75 70863 . 75 11250 . 00 
Jan 1 , 1980 Corp AAA bonds 6'62. 00 612 . 80 -4 9 . 20 
Apr 1. 1980 I - bond futures 80000 . 00 76093 . 75 3906 . 25 
Feb 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 596 . 40 663 . 80 67 . 40 
:lay 1 , 1980 I - bond fu tures 69875 . 00 79625 . 00 -9750 . 00 
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Results when c orrected for 
autocorre l a t ion 
Number of To t al Net Contracts Net Net 
contracts gain/loss gain/loss gain/loss ga in /loss 
641l . 90 - 55142 . 34 - 29364 . 30 
43 . 42 25778 . 04 
6393 . 04 - 128500 .19 - 58157 . 23 
43 . 29 70342 . 96 
6476 . 68 65414 .51 10596 . 62 
43 . 85 - 54817 . 88 
6483.40 102437 . 76 73155 . 84 
46 . 85 - 29281 . 92 
6561 . 68 158792 . 65 58032 . 09 
4 7 . 42 - 100760.56 
6393 . 04 - l18910 . 63 16796 . JS 
46 . 20 135706 . 98 
6353 . 24 - 425667 . 09 - 18141. 72 6353 . 24 - 425667 . 09 - 38062 . 76 
51. 96 407525 . 37 49 . 42 387604 . 33 
6359 . 70 - 697023 . 66 - 165563 . 91 6359 . 70 - 697023 . 66 - 191543 . 23 
52 . 01 531459 . 74 49 . 47 505480 . 43 
6548 . 79 - 584806 . 81 - 238375 . 64 6548 . 79 - 584806 . 81 - 255310 . 21 
53 . 55 346431. 17 50 . 94 329496 . 60 
6944 . 44 - 402 777 . 78 - 226692 . 50 6944 . 44 - 402 777 . 78 - 231647 . 60 
67 . 89 176085 . 27 65 . 98 171130 . 18 
7389 . 89 - 592669 . 23 183942 . 41 7389 . 89 - 592669 . 23 162088 . 29 
72 . 24 776611 . 63 70 . 21 754757.52 
74 16 . 20 - 803174 . 13 12452 . 12 7416 . 20 - 803174 .13 - 10499 . 88 
72 . 50 815626 . 25 70 . 46 792674 . 25 
7552 . 87 - 371601 . 21 - 103075 . 70 
68 . 74 268525 . .51 
8383 . 64 565057. 01 - 178904 . 53 
76 . 30 - 743961 . 54 
Table 9. Continued 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Change 
hedge opened hedge closed 
r1a r 1 , 1980 Co r p AAA bonds 565.90 703 . 10 13 7 . 20 
Jun 1, 1980 T-bond futures 70843.75 85156.25 -14312 .50 
Apr 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 612.80 656.10 43.30 
Jul 1, 1980 T-bond futures 76093.75 79343.75 -3250.00 
May 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 663.80 628.80 35.00 
Aug 1, 1980 T-bond futures 79625. 00 75250.00 4375.00 
Jun 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 703.10 606.00 -97.10 
Sep 1, 1980 T-bond futures 85156.25 72656.25 12500.00 
Jul 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 656 .10 600.50 -55.60 
Oct 1, 1980 T-bond futures 79343.75 73687.50 5656.25 
Aug 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 628.80 560.10 -68.70 
Nov 1, 1980 T-bond futures 75250.00 69343.75 5906.25 
Sep 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 606 .00 537.30 -68.70 
Dec 1, 1980 T-bond futures 72656. 25 68812 . 50 3843 . 75 
Oct 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 600.50 569.10 -31. 40 
Jan 1, 1981 T-bond futures 73687.50 71281. 25 2406.25 
Nov 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 560.10 536.50 -23.60 
Feb 1, 1981 T-bond futures 69343.75 66000.00 3343 . 75 
Dec 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 537.30 555.70 18.40 
Mar 1, 1981 T-bond futures 68812.50 69781. 25 -968 . 75 
Jan 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 569.10 521. 30 -47.80 
Apr 1, 1981 T-bond futures 71281.25 64750 . 00 6531 . 25 
Feb 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 536 . 50 497 . 30 -39.20 
May 1, 1981 T-bond futures 66000.00 62406.25 3593.75 
Mar 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 555.70 532 .50 -23. 20 
J un 1, 1981 T-bond futures 69781. 25 68000.00 1781. 25 
Apr 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 521 . 30 507 . 50 -13 . 80 
J ul 1 , 1981 T- bond f utures 64 750.00 64625 . 00 125 . 00 
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Results when correc ted f or 
autocorrelation 
Number of Tota l Ne t Cont r acts :\et Net 
contracts gain/loss gai.n/loss ga in/loss gain/loss 
8835 . 48 1212228 . 31 61270 . 75 
80 . 42 - 115095 7. 56 
8159 . 27 353296.34 113224 . 66 
73 . 87 - 240071 . 69 
7532 . 39 - 263633 . 62 34710 . 27 
68 .19 29834 3 . 89 
7111. 36 - 690513 . 44 114251 . 88 
64 . 38 804765 . 32 
7620 . 79 - 423715 . 90 - 39128 . 18 7620 . 79 - 423715 . 90 - 52573 . 88 
67 . 99 384587. 71 65 . 79 3711!;2 . 02 
7951. 65 - 546278 . 63 - 127257 . 29 7951. 65 - 546278 . 63 - 141906 . 83 
70 . 95 419021. 34 68 . 47 40!; 3 71 . 80 
8250 . 83 - 566831 . 68 - 283875 . 39 8250 . 83 -5 66831 . 68 - 293767 . 92 
73 . 61 282956 . 29 71 . 04 273063 . 77 
8326 . 39 - 261448 . 79 - 80674.76 8326 . 39 -261448 . 79 - 87618 . 53 
75 .13 180774 . 03 72 . 24 173830 . 27 
8926 . 98 - 210676 . 66 58648 . 25 8926 . 98 - 210676 . 66 48303 .13 
80 . 55 269324 . 91 77 . 45 258979 . 80 
9305 .79 171226 . 50 89886 . 69 9305 . 79 171226 . 50 93011. 06 
83 . 96 - 81339 . 81 80 . 74 -78215 . L.5 
8785 . 80 - 419961. 34 99951. 29 8785 . 80 - 419961. 34 78962 . 77 
79 . 60 519912 . 63 76 . 39 498924 . 11 
9319 . 66 - 365330 . 85 - 6187 1. 32 9319 . 66 -365330 . 85 - 74030 . 30 
84 . 44 303459 . 53 81 . 06 291300 . 54 
8997 . 66 -208745 . 73 - 63532 . 18 8997 . 66 - 208745 . 73 - 6939!. . 35 
81 . 52 145213 . 55 78 .23 139351.37 
9591. H - 132361 . 40 - 121568 . 44 9591. l,l - 132361 . LO - 122045 . 54 
86 . ).!: 10792 . 96 82 . 53 10315 . 87 
Table 9 . Continued 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Change 
hedge opened hedge closed 
~!av 1, 1981 Co r p ..\.\.\ bl~nds 497 . JO 488 . 60 - 8 . 70 
Aug 1, 1981 I - bond futures 62406 . 25 61656 . 25 750 . 00 
Jun 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 532 . 50 471.10 - 61. 40 
Sep 1, 1981 I - bond futures 68000 . 00 60125 . 00 7875 . 00 
Jul 1 , 1981 Co r p AAA bonds 507.50 475 . 00 - 32 . 50 
Oct 1 , 1981 I - bond futures 64625 . 00 59468 . 75 5156 . 25 
Aug 1 , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 488.60 520.10 31 . 50 
Nov 1, 1981 T- bond futures 61656.25 64593 . 75 - 2937.50 
Sep 1 , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 471. 00 512 . 80 41. 80 
Dec 1, 1981 I - bond futures 60125 . 00 63500 . 00 - 3375 . 00 
Oc t 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 475 . 00 4 71. 40 -3 . 60 
Jan 1, 1982 T- bond futures 59468.75 58750 . 00 718 . 7 5 
Nov l, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 520 .10 L.69 . 80 -50 . 30 
Feb 1, 1982 I - bond futures 64593.75 60125 . 00 4468 . 75 
Dec 1, 1981 Cor p AAA bonds 512.80 496 . 60 - 16 . 20 
Mar 1 , 1982 T- bond futures 63500 . 00 62875 . 00 625 . 00 
Jan 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 4 71. 40 497 . 30 25 . 90 
Apr 1 , 1982 T- bond futures 58750.00 63750 . 00 - 5000 . 00 
Feb 1 , 1982 Cor p AAA bonds 469 . 80 508 . 30 38 . 50 
May 1 , 1982 T- bond futures 60125.00 64187 . so - 4062 . 50 
Mar 1, 1982 Cor p AAA bonds 496 . 60 488 . 20 -8 . 40 
Jun 1, 1982 T- bond futures 62875 . 00 60656 . 25 2218 . 75 
Apr 1 , 1982 Corp AAA bonds 497 . 30 493 .10 - 4 . 20 
Jul 1 , 1982 T- bond futures 63750 . 00 62593 . 75 1156 . 25 
~lay 1 , 1982 Corp AAA bonds 508 . 30 537 . 70 29 . 40 
Aug 1, 1982 T- bond futures 64187 . 50 67500 . 00 - 3312 . 50 
Jun 1 , 1982 Corp AAA bonds 488 . 20 554.80 66 . 60 
Sep 1, 1982 T- bond f utures 60656 . 25 67906 . ~5 - 7250 . 00 
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Results when corr ected for 
autocorrelation 
Number of To t a l Net Con tracts Ne t Net 
contrac t s gain/ loss gain/loss gain/ l oss gain/ l oss 
10054 . 29 - 87472. 35 - 19589 . 33 10054 . 29 - 87472 . 35 - 22590 . 04 
90 . 51 67883 . 02 86 . 51 64882 . 31 
9389 . 67 - 576525 .82 89129 . 37 9389 . 67 - 576525 . 82 59704 . 45 
84 . 53 665655 .19 80 . 79 636230 . 27 
9852 . 22 - 320197 . 04 132705 . 20 9852 . 22 - 320197 . 04 111890 . 10 
87 . 84 452902 . 24 83 . 80 432087 . 15 
10233 . 32 322349 . 57 54351. 93 10233 . 32 322349 . 57 66668 . 93 
91. 23 - 267997 . 64 87 . 04 - 255680 . 64 
10615 . 71 443736 . 73 124318 . 70 10615 . 71 443736 . 73 138998 . 95 
94 . 64 - 319418 .03 90.29 -304737.78 
10526 . 32 - 37894 . 74 30152 . 36 10526 . 32 - 37894 . 74 26889 . 14 
95 . 67 68047 . 10 90 . 13 64783 . 88 
9613 . 54 - 483560 . 85 - 99!i 72 . 18 9613 . 54 - 483560 . 85 - 115 701. ... o 
85 . 95 384088 . 68 82 . 32 367859 . .:i5 
9750 . 39 - 157956 . 32 - 103146 . 63 9750 . 39 - 157956 . 32 -105 775 . 04 
87 . 70 54809 . 69 83 . 49 52181. 28 
10606 . 70 27-.713 . 62 - 202769 . 41 10606 . 70 274713 . 62 -180364 . 60 
95 . 50 - 477483 . 03 91 . 02 - 455078 . 22 
10642 . 83 4097!.8 . 83 20472 . 61 10642 . 83 409748 .83 38738 . 52 
95 . 82 - 389276 . 22 91. 33 - 371010 . 31 
10068 . 47 -84575 . 11 116555 . 96 10068 .47 - 84575 . 11 107118 . 34 
90 . 65 201131 . 07 86 . 40 191693 . 45 
10054 . 29 -4 2228 . 03 bl521 . 93 10054 . 29 - 42228 . 03 56770 . 54 
89 . 73 103749 . 97 85 . 62 98998 . 57 
9836 . 71 289199 . 29 -1598 . 06 9836 . 71 289199 . 29 11719 . 47 
87 . 79 - 290797 . 36 83 . 77 - 277479 . 83 
10241 . 70 682097 . 50 19431.17 10241. 70 682097 . 50 l.9779 . 03 
91.40 - 662666 . 3!. 87 . 22 - 63:::318 . l.7 
Table 9 . Continued 
Hedge period Instruments Price when Price when Ch.inge 
hedge opened hedge closed 
-----
Jul l. JS~ (,' r p .\..\.., D'l1d::. -193 . 10 b09 . 10 l i. t • 
Oct 1 , 1982 T- bond fut ures 62593.75 7b437 . 50 - 13843 . ;.) 
Aug 1, 1982 Co r p AAA bonds 537 . 70 621 . 70 84 . 00 
Nov 1, 1982 I - bond futu r es 67500 . 00 76937 . 50 - 9437 . 50 
Sep 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 554 . 80 615 . 40 60.60 
Dec l, 1982 I - bond futures 67906 . 25 74843 . 75 - 6937 . 50 
Oct l, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 609 . 10 621 . 70 12 . 60 
Jan 1, 1983 T- bond fu tures 76437 . 50 75187 . 50 1250 . 00 
Nov 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 621 . 70 602 . 00 - 19 . 70 
Feb 1, 1983 T- bond futures 76937 . 50 73937 . 50 3000 . 00 
Dec 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 615 . 40 616 . 90 1. 50 
Mar 1 , 1983 T- bond futures 74843 . 75 75062 . 50 - 218 . 75 
Jan 1 , 1983 Corp AAA bonds 621. 70 632 . 10 10 . 40 
Apr 1 , 1983 I - bond futures 75187 . 50 77500 . 00 -2312 . 50 
Feb 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 602 . 00 630 . 40 28 . 40 
May 1, 1983 I - bond futures 73937 . 50 76406 . 25 -2468 . 75 
~tar 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 616 . 90 623 . 90 7 . 00 
Jun 1 , 1983 T- bond futures 75062 . 50 75156 . 25 - 93 . 75 
Ap r 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 632 . 10 599 . 40 - 32 . 70 
Jul l , 1983 I - bond fu tures 77500 . 00 71375 . 00 6125.00 
~lay 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 630 . 40 586 . 10 - iJ4 . 30 
Aug 1, 1983 I-bond futures 76406 . 25 70718 . 75 5687 . 50 
J un 1 , 1983 Corp AAA bonds 623 . 90 586 . 10 - 37 . 80 
Sep 1, 1983 I-bond fu tures 75156 . 25 70531. 25 l625 . 00 
Jul 1 1983 Corp AAA bonds 599 . 40 595 . -:+ O - ... . 00 
Oc t 1 , 1983 I-bond fu tures 71375 . 00 71593 . 75 - : 18 . 75 
Aug 1. 1983 Corp AAA bonds 586 . 10 585 . 10 -1. 00 
~:o\' 1 , 1983 I-bond f utures 10718 . 75 70375 . 00 3~ 3 . 7 5 
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Res ulc s when corrected fo r 
a utocorrelat i on 
Number of Total Ne t Contracts Net Net 
contrac t s gain/loss gain/ loss gain/loss gain / loss 
10139 . 93 1176232 . 00 - 82880 . 50 10139 . 93 117 6232.00 - 25739 . 60 
90 . 95 - 1259112 . 51 86 . 82 -1 201971. 61 
9298 . 87 781104 . 71 - 6054 . 76 9298 . 87 781104 . 71 29668 . 02 
83 . 41 - 787159 . 46 79 . 62 - 751436 . 68 
9012 . 26 546142 . 75 - 14662 . 84 9012 . 26 546142 . 75 10787 . 58 
80 . 84 - 560805 . 59 77 . 17 - 535355. 18 
8208 . 83 103431. 29 195058 . 27 8208 .83 103431. 29 191359 . 90 
73 . 30 91626 . 98 70 . 34 87928 . 60 
8042 . 46 - 158436 . 54 50711.40 8042.46 - 158436 . 54 48315 .19 
71 . 82 21544 7. 94 68 . 92 206751. 73 
8124 . 80 12187 . 20 - 3683 . 37 8124 . 80 12187 . 20 - 3042 . 78 
72 . 55 - 15870 . 57 69 . 62 -15229 . 98 
8042 . 46 83641. 63 - 82293 . 68 8042.46 836Ltl . 63 - 74532 . 98 
71. 76 - 165935 . 30 68 . 40 - 158174 . 61 
8305 . 65 235880 . 40 52936 . 24 8305 . 65 235880 . 40 61492 . 43 
74 . 10 - 182944 .16 70 . 64 - 174387 . 97 
8105 . 04 56735 . 29 49955 . 84 8105 . 04 56735. 29 50272 . 91 
72 . 31 - 6779 .45 68 . 93 - 6462 . 38 
7910 . 14 - 258661 . 60 173876 .19 7910 . 14 - 258661 . 60 154343 . 02 
70 . 62 432537 . 79 67 . 43 413004 . 63 
7931.47 - 351364 . 21 51361.13 7931. 4 7 - 351364 . 21 33174 . 28 
70 . 81 402725 . 34 67 . 61 384538 . 49 
8014 . 10 - 302 933 .16 27%9 . 69 8014 .10 - 302933 . 16 13026 . 30 
71. 55 330902 .85 68 . 32 315959 . 46 
8341 . 68 - 33366 . 70 - 49.'..91.36 8341. 68 - 33366 . 70 - 48707 . 50 
73 . 71 - lbl1!. . 66 70 .13 - 15340 . 80 
8530 . 97 - 8530 . 97 17382 . 78 8530 . 97 - 8530 . 97 16123 . 05 
75. 39 25913 . 75 71. 72 24654 . 02 
Table 9 . Continued 
Hedge period 
S~p 1 , 1983 
Dec 1 , 1983 
Instruments 
Corp AAA b1.rnds 
T- bond futures 
Price when 
hedge opened 
586.10 
70531. 25 
Price when 
hedge closed 
573 . 70 
68625 . 00 
Change 
-L . ~u 
1906 . 25 
Number of 
contrac t s 
8530.97 
75 . 39 
Total 
gain / l oss 
- 105784 . 00 
143703 . 52 
Net 
gain/loss 
37919 . 53 
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Results when corr ec t ed for 
autocorrela t ion 
Contracts Net Net 
gain/ l oss 
8530 . 97 
71. 72 
gain/ loss 
- 105784.00 
136717 . 72 
30933 . 73 
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market price of $779 . 80 . To secure the current price, he/she decides 
to counterbalance the cash position with a position in T- bond futures 
contracts . The po r tfolio hedging strategy is implemented to determine 
the number of futures contracts to sell and a hedge r atio of 0 . 00677 
is obtained from a time series regression. Because the manager 
anticipates selling 6411 . 9 corporate bonds, he/she will sell 43 . 4 
(6411 . 9 x . 00677 = 43 . 4) futures contracts . At the close of the 
hedge , the opportunity loss of $55 , 142 . 34 in the cash position is 
offset by a $25 , 778 . 04 gain ($593 . 75 x 43 . 4 = $25,778 . 04) in the 
futures position, r esulting in a net loss of $29 , 364 . 30 . Similar t o the 
naive strategies , t he po r tfolio strategy is an effective method of 
hedging because the absolute net gain/loss in wealth from hedging is 
smaller than the absolute gain/loss in wealth without hedging in 52 
out of the 57 hedge periods . 
The explanation of the results that appear in Table 9 for the beta 
hedge ratio corr ected for autocorrelation follow the above discussion . 
The results are shown only for hedging periods in which autocorrelation 
is found because results of the uncorrected beta hedge r atio otherwise 
would apply. Although the corrected beta hedge ratios indicate a 
smaller number of futures con trac ts to be sold , the results of both 
beta hedges are similar . Again , the absolute net wealth change of 
hedging is less than the absolute wealth change of the cash position 
in all but five of the hedge periods . Thus , both beta hedges pr ove to 
be effective. ~nether the beta hedge correc t ed for autocorrelation 
outper forms the uncorrected beta hedge will be discussed in pa rt 4 
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of this s ubsec tion . 
3 . The duration hedging stra t egy 
The Kolb, Chiang a nd Gay method of calculating t he duration 
hedge r atio , Equation (14) , i s used in this study t o test the 
effectiveness of the duration s trategy and t o compar e t he r esults of 
this strategy to results of other strategies. In order t o i mplement 
this strategy , the hedger must fir st discove r which Treasury bond is 
considered t o be the " cheapes t-to-deliver" in fulfilling a s hor t 
position in the T- bond fu tures contrac t . The " cheapest - to - deliver " 
T- bond is deter mined fo r the nea r term T- bond futures cont r act in each 
hedge period by the method illustr a t ed in Table 4 . Since the price of 
the " c heapes t-to- deliver" T- bond reflec t s the price at whic h the f utures 
contr ac t trades , the durat i on s tra tegy uses the price , yield , coupon 
and term t o ma turity of t he " cheapest- to- deliver" T- bond as the 
expected pr ice, y ield, coupon , a nd t erm t o maturity of the futu r es 
contract as of the futures maturity date . 
The duration stra tegy a l so incorporates the Macaulay measure of 
duration as an indication of the price sensitivities of the 
ins truments to changes in the interest r ates . The assump t ions a r e 
made that t he yield curve is flat and that the curren t pr ices a nd 
yield s of the instruments reflect the expected pr ices and yields of 
the i nstruments a t the t ermination date of the hedge in the case of 
the co r po r ate bond and at the f utures maturity date in the case of the 
" cheapest " T-bond . Table 5 outlines the procedure for calculating 
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the durations of the instruments. 
Once the "cheapest - to- deliver" T- bond is determined and the 
durations of the instruments are calculated for each hedge period , the 
duration hedge r atio can be found. Thus, the duration hedge r atio is 
calculated only with current data , similar to the naive strategies ; 
whereas the portfolio strategy is based only on historical data . The 
duration hedge r a tios for each hedge period are specified in Table 10 . 
For example , the 7 5/8 ' s Feb 2002-07 I-bond is the " cheapes t-to-
deliver" fo r the June 1979 T-bond futures cont ract on January 1, 1979 . 
In this model , the price , yield and conversion facto r of this bond , 
which are, r espec tively , $86,813 . 00 , 8 . 912 percent , and . 9611 , are 
assumed to be the expected price , yie ld and conversion facto r of the 
"cheapest- to - deliver" T-bond for the June 1979 T- bond futures 
contract on June 1 , 1979 . The duration for this bond is equivalent 
to 10 . 8243 yea r s . The duration fo r a corporate AAA bond with an assumed 
coupon of 7 percent and maturity of 25 years is 11 . 0087 years given 
the corporate bond ' s current price , $779 , 80 , a nd yield , 9 . 28 pe r cent . 
Solving Equation (14) for n using the information provided gives : 
n = - (1 . 08912)($779 . 80)(11 . 0087) (1 . 0928)($86 , 831 . 00)(10 . 8243) x ·9611 . 0087488 
This means that . 0087488 I-bond futures contracts should be sold on 
January 1 , 1979 f or eac h co r porate bond a ma nager plans t o sell on 
April 1, 1979 . 
(16) 
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Table 10 . Duration hedge ratios 
Hedge period HR Hedge per iod HR 
1/1/79 - 4/1/79 . 0087488 7/1/81 - 10/1/81 . 0077870 
2/1/79 - 5/ 1/ 79 . 0089319 8/1/81 - 11/1/81 . 0077248 
3/1/79 - 6/1/79 . 0088059 9/1/81 - 12/1/81 . 0078172 
4/1/79 - 7/ 1/ 79 . 0088334 10/1/81 - 1/1/82 . 0076450 
5/1/79 - 8/1/79 . 0088490 11/1/81 - 2/1/82 . 0071529 
6/1/79 - 9/ 1 / 79 . 0088069 12/1/81 - 3/1/82 . 0077134 
7 / 1/79 - 10/1/79 . 0089687 1/1/81 - 4/1/82 . 0076298 
8/1/79 - 11/ 1/79 . 0089968 2/1/81 - 5/1/82 . 0074538 
9/1/79 - 12/1/79 . 0088234 3/1/81 - 6/1/82 . 0075488 
10/1/79 - 1/1/80 . 0088941 4/1/81 - 7/1/8 2 . 0073856 
11/ 1/79 - 2/ 1/80 . 0085176 5/1/81 - 8/1/ 82 . 0076455 
12/1/79 - 3/1/80 . 0082046 6/ 1/82 - 9/1/82 . 0076150 
1/1/80 - 4/1/80 . 0086747 7/1/82 - 10/1 / 82 . 0075353 
2/1/80 - 5/1/80 . 0083298 8/1/82 - 11/ 1/82 . 0076755 
3/1/80 - 6/1/80 . 0081340 9/1/82 - 12 / 1/82 . 0079489 
4/1/80 - 7/1/80 .0093739 10/1/82 - 1/1/83 . 0076673 
5/1/80 - 8/1/80 . 008574 8 11/1/82 - 2/1/83 . 0083668 
6/1/80 - 9/1/80 . 0090145 12/1/82 - 3/1/83 . 0086728 
7/1/80 - 10/1/80 . 0085228 1/1/83 - 4/1/83 . 0086747 
8/1/80 - 11/1/80 . 0087113 2/1/83 - 5/1/83 . 0087343 
9/1/80 - 12/1/80 . 0083040 3/1/83 - 6/1/83 . 0087024 
10/1/80 - 1/1/81 . 0078876 4/1/83 - 7/ 1/ 83 . 0086462 
11/1/80 - 2/1/81 . 0080740 5/1/83 - 8/1/83 . 0086548 
12/1/80 - 3/1/81 . 0079999 6/1/83 - 9/1/83 . 0087650 
1/1/81 - 4/1/81 . 0079399 7/1/83 - 10/1/83 . 0082700 
2/1/81 - 5/1/81 . 0079592 8/1/83 - 11 /1/83 . 0084586 
3/1/81 - 6/1/81 .0079042 9/1/83 - 12/1/83 . 0080187 
4/1/81 - 7/1/81 . 0073438 
5/1/81 - 8/1/81 . 0070285 
6/1/81 - 9/1/81 . 0075420 
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The results of applying the duration hedging st rategy during each 
hedge period are presented in Table 11 . On January 1, 1979, a manager 
will sell approximately 56 . l June 1979 T-bond futures contracts 
(6411.9 x .0087488 = 56 . 1) at a price of $90406 . 25 . At the c l ose of 
the hedge , the manager will offset his short futures position by buying 
56 . 1 June 1979 T- bond futures contracts at a price of $88 , 718.75. The 
fall in price in the futures leads to a gain of $593 . 75 per T- bond , or 
a t otal gain in the futures market of $33 , 307 . 26 . Thus , the manager 
is able to counterbalance his/her opportunity loss of $55,142 . 34 in 
the corporate bond market with the gain of $33,307 . 26 in the futures 
market and incur the smaller loss (net) of $21,835 . 09 . Similar to this 
hedge period, in most (54 out of 57) hedge periods , the duration 
hedging strategy is able t o produce smaller absolute net wealth changes 
than the absolute wealth changes incurred without hedging ; and 
therefore, the duration hedging strategy is an effective me t hod of 
leaving the hedger ' s wealth position invariant to price changes . 
4 . Sununary statistics of the hedging strategies 
The five hedging strategies that are analyzed are the naive 1 
strategy , the naive 2 strat egy , the beta 1 strategy (uncorr ected for 
autocorrela t ion), the beta 2 strategy (corrected for autocorrelation) , 
and the duration strategy . Although each of these strategies is an 
effec tive method in reducing the risk of price variation , the degree 
of each stra tegy 's effectiveness and relative effectiveness to other 
strategies will provide insight as to the most successful method of 
Table l J. Duration hedgi ng r esult s 
Hedge period Instruments Pri.ce when Pr ice when Prjce Numbe r of Total Net 
hedge opened hedge c l osed c hange contrac t s gain/loss gain/ loss 
Jan 1 , 1979 Corp AM bonds 779 . 80 771. 20 -8.60 6411. 90 - 5514 2 . 34 - 21835 . 09 
Apr l, 1979 T-bond futures 90496 . 25 89812.50 593 . 75 56 . 10 33307.26 
Feb 1, j 979 Corp AAA bonds 78 2. 10 762.00 -20 . 10 6393.04 -128500 .19 -35709 . 39 
May 1 ' 1979 T-bond futures 90343 . 75 88718 . 75 1625 . 00 57 . 10 92790 .80 
Mar 1 , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 772 . 00 782.10 10.10 6476 . 68 65414 . 51 - 5876 .78 
Jun 1 , 1979 T- bond futures 90250 . 00 91500.00 -1250.00 57 . 03 -71291. 29 
Apr l, 1979 Corp AM bonds 771. 20 787 . 00 15 . 80 6483 . 40 102437.76 66643 . 70 
Jul l , 1979 T-bond futures 89812 . 50 90437 . 50 -625 .00 57 . 27 - 35794 . 05 
May J ' 1979 Corp AAA bonds 762 .00 786.20 24 . 20 6561 . 68 158792 . 65 35406 .00 
Aug 1 , 1979 T- bond futures 88718 . 75 90843 .75 -2125.00 58 . 06 -123386 .65 
Jun 1, 1979 Co r p AAA bonds 782 . 10 763 . 50 -18 .60 6393 . 04 -118910. 63 l16479.15 
Sep 1, 1979 T-bond f utures 91500 . 00 88562 . 50 2937 . 50 56. 30 165389 .78 
Jul 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 787 . 00 720. 00 -67.00 6353 . 24 -4 25667 . 09 21272 .18 
Oct 1, 1979 T-bond (utures 90437 . 50 82593 . 75 7843 . 75 56 . 98 446939.27 
Aug 1, 1979 Corp MA bon<ls 786 . 20 676.60 -109 .60 6359 . 70 - 697023 .66 - 112337 .51 
Nov 1, 1979 T- bond Futu r es 90843 .75 80625 . 00 10218 . 75 57.22 584686.15 
Sep 1, 1979 Co r p AAA bonds 763. 50 674.20 -89. 30 6548 . 79 -584 806 .81 -211025. 74 
Dec 1 , 1979 T- bond f utures 88562.50 82093 . 75 6468 . 75 57.78 373781 . 07 
Oc t l ' 1979 Corp MA bonds 720 . 00 662.00 -58 . 00 6944.44 - 402777 . 78 - 242575 . 89 
J an j , 1980 T-bond (utures 82593 . 75 80000 . 00 2593 .75 61. 76 160201 . 89 
Nov 1, 1979 Corp AAA bonds 676 . 60 596 . 40 -80 . 20 7389 . 89 - 592669 . 23 83980 . 20 
Feb 1, 1980 T- bond f utures 80625 . 00 69875 . 00 10750 . 00 62 . 94 676649 . 42 
!Jee:: l , 1979 Corp AAA bonds 674 . 20 565 . 90 -108.30 7416 . 20 - 803174 . 13 - 118646 .17 
Ma r I ' 1980 T-bond futures 82093 . 75 70843 . 75 11250 . 00 60.85 684527 . 96 
Jan l , 1980 Corp MA bonds 662 . 00 612 . 80 - 49.20 7552 . 87 -371601. 21 - 125595 . 97 
Aµr 1 , J 980 T-bond futures 80000 . 00 76093 . 75 3906 . 25 62 . 98 246005 . 24 
Feb I' 1980 Corp AAA bonds 596 . 40 663 . 80 67 . 40 8383 . 64 565057 . 01 - 115824 . 53 
May l, J 980 T- bond f utures 69875 .00 79625 . 00 - 9750 . 00 69 . 83 -680881 . 54 
Mar 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 565 . 90 703 . 10 137 . 20 8835 . 48 1212228 . 31 183620 . 12 
Jun l, 1980 T-bond futures 70843 . 75 85156 . 25 -14312 . 50 71. 87 - 1028608 .19 
Apr 1, 1980 Corp AAA bonds 612 . 80 656 .10 43 . 30 8159 . 27 353296 . 34 104722.79 
Jul l , 1980 T-bond futures 76093 . 75 79343 . 75 - 3250 . 00 76.48 - 248573.56 
00 
May l , 1980 Corp AAA bonds 663 . 80 628 . 80 -35 . 00 7532.39 - 263633 . 62 18942 . 08 00 
Aug 1, 1980 T- bond futures 79625 . 00 75250 . 00 4375 . 00 64 . 59 282575 . 70 
Jun 1, 1980 Co rp AAA bonds 703.10 606.00 -97 . 10 7111.36 - 690513 . 44 110803 . 94 
Sep l, 1980 T- bond futures 85156.25 72656 . 25 12500 . 00 64 . 11 801317 . 38 
Jul 1, 1980 Corp /\AA bonds 656 . 10 600.50 -55 . 60 7620 . 79 - 423715 . 90 - 56339 .83 
Oct 1 , ] 980 T- bond f utures 79343 . 75 73687.50 5656 . 25 64 . 95 367376 .07 
Aug 1 , 1980 Co r p AAA bonds 628 . 80 560. 10 - 68 . 70 7951. 65 - 546278 . 63 -137157 .16 
Nov l, 1980 T-bond f utu res 75250 . 00 69343 . 75 5906.25 69 . 27 409121. 4 7 
Sep 1' 1980 Corp AAA bonds 606 . 00 537 . 30 - 68 . 70 8250 . 83 - 566831 . 68 - 303477 . 72 
Dec 1 , 1980 T-bond futures 72656 . 25 68812.50 3843 . 75 68 . 51 263353 . 96 
Oc L J ' ] 980 Corp AAA bonds 600 . 50 569.10 - 31. 40 8326.39 - 261448.79 -103417 . 67 
.Jan l, 1981 T-bond futures 73687 . 50 71281 . 25 2406 . 25 65 . 68 158031.12 
TabJc 11. Continued 
Hedge per i od Instruments Pri ce when Price when Price Number of Tota l Net 
hedge opened hedge closed change contrac ts gain/loss gain/loss 
Nov 1 , 1980 Corp AAA bonds 560 .10 536 . 50 -23 . 60 8926 . 98 - 210676 . 66 303 28 . 85 
Feb 1 , 198J T-bond futures 69343 . 75 66000 . 00 3343 . 75 72 . 08 241005 . 51 
Dec 1, 1980 Corp AM bonds 537 . 30 555 . 70 18 . 40 9305 . 79 171226 . 50 99107 . 55 
Mar 1 , 198 l T-bond f u tures 68812.50 69781 . 25 - 968 . 75 74 . 45 - 72118 . 96 
Jan 1, 1981 Co rp AAA bonds 569 .10 521 . 30 - 4 7 . 80 8785.80 - 419961. 34 35648 . 15 
Apr 1 , 1981 T-bond f u t ures 71281. 25 64750 . 00 6531. 25 69 . 76 455609 . 49 
t•eb l , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 536 . 50 497. 30 - 39 . 20 9319 . 66 - 365330 . 85 - 98756 . 99 
May 1, 198 l T- bond futures 66000 . 00 62406.25 3593 . 75 74 .18 266573 . 86 
Mar 1 , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 555 . 70 532 . 50 -23 . 20 8997 . 66 - 208745 . 73 - 82064 . 46 
Jun 1 , ] 981 'f- bond futur es 69781 . 25 68000 . 00 1781. 25 71.12 126681. 27 
Apr 1 , L98 l Corp MA bonds 521. 30 507 . 50 - 13.80 9591. 41 -132361. 40 - 123556 . 73 
J ul l, J.981 T- bond fuLure s 64750.00 64625 . 00 125 . 00 70 . 44 8804 . 67 
May 1 , 1981 Cor p AM bonds 497 . 30 488 . 60 -8 . 70 10054 . 29 - 87472 . 35 - 344 72 . 40 
Aug 1 , 1981 T-bond futures 62406 . 25 61656 . 25 750 . 00 70.67 52999 . 95 
Jun 1, 1981 Corp AAA bonds 532 . 50 471.10 - 61. 40 9389 . 67 - 576525 . 82 -18790 . 96 
Sep ] ' 1981 T-bond f utures 68000.00 60125 . 00 7875 . 00 70 .82 557734 . 86 
Jul l , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 507 . 50 475 . 00 - 32 . 50 9852 . 22 - 320197 . 04 75386 . 39 
Oc t l , 1981 T-bond f utures 64625 . 00 59468". 7 5 5156 . 25 76 . 72 395583 . 44 
Aug 1 , 1981 Corp AAA bonds 488 . 60 520 . 10 31 . 50 10233 . 32 322349 . 57 90139 . 17 
Nov l , 1981 T-bond Futures 61656 . 25 64593 . 75 - 2937 . 50 79 . 05 - 2322.10 . 40 
Sep L' 1981 Corp AAA bonds 471. 00 512 . 80 41.80 10615 . 71 443736 . 73 163661 . 89 
Dec 1 , 1981 T- bond futures 60125 . 00 63500 . 00 - 3375 . 00 82 . 99 -280074 . 84 
Oc t l, 1981 Cor p MA bonds 475.00 471. 40 - 3 . 60 10526 . 32 -37894 . 74 19945 . 72 
Jan l, 1982 T- bond futures 59468 . 75 58750 . 00 718 . 75 80 .47 57840 . 46 
Nov 1 , 1981 Corp MA bonds 520 . 10 469 . 80 - 50 . 30 9613. 54 - 483560 . 85 -176268.78 
Feb 1, 1982 T-bond f utures 64593 . 75 60125 . 00 4468 . 75 68 . 76 307292 .08 
Dec J ' 1981 Co r p MA bonds 512 . 80 496 . 60 - 16 . 20 9750 . 39 -157956 . 32 - 110950 . 91 
Mar 1, 1982 T- bond f utures 63500 . 00 62875 . 00 625 . 00 75 . 21 47005.41 
.Jan I , 1982 Co r p AAA bonds 4 71. 40 497 . 30 25 . 90 10606 . 70 274713.62 - 129921. 51 
J\p t' L, 1982 T-bond fut ures 58750 . 00 63750 . 00 - 5000.00 80 . 93 - 404635 . 13 
Feb l, 1982 Corp AM bonds 469 .80 508 . 30 38 . 50 10642 . 83 409748 . 83 87472 . 73 
Ma y l , 1982 T-bond futures 60125.00 64187 . 50 -4062.50 79 . 33 -322276 . 10 
\D 
Mar 1, 1982 Corp MA bonds 496 . 60 488 . 20 -8 . 40 10068 .47 -84575 .11 84060 . 61 
0 
Jun l, 1982 T-bond fuLures 62875 . 00 60656 . 25 2218 . 75 76 . 00 168635 . 72 
Apr 1, 1982 Corp AM bonds 497 . 30 493.10 -4 . 20 10054 . 29 -4 2228 . 03 l13631. 61 
Jul l, 1982 T- bond fuLures 63750 . 00 62593 . 75 Jl56 . 25 74 . 26 85859 . 64 
May l, 1982 Cor p AAA bonds 508 . 30 537 . 70 29.40 9836 . 7l 289199 . 29 40077 . 53 
Aug l, 1982 T- bond fu tu res 64187 . 50 67500 . 00 -3312 . 50 75 . 21 - 249121. 77 
Jun l, 1982 Corp AM bonds 488 . 20 554.80 66 . 60 10241. 70 682097 . 50 116962 . 82 
Sep 1 , 1982 T-bond f ut ures 60656 . 25 67906 . 25 -7250 . 00 77 . 95 - 565134 . 68 
Jul l , ] 982 Corp J\M bonds 493.10 609.10 116 . 00 10139 . 93 1176232 . 00 118466 . 75 
OCL l, 1982 T-bond futures 62593 . 75 76437 . 50 - 13843 . 75 76 . 41 -1057765 . 25 
J\ug l , 1982 Corp /\AA bonds 537 . 70 621 . 70 84 . 00 9298 . 87 781104 . 71 107517.84 
Nov 1, 1982 T-bond futures 67500 . 00 76937 . 50 - 9437 . 50 71. 37 -673586 . 86 
Table 11. Continued 
!ledge period Inst ruments Price whe n Price when Price Number of Total Net 
hedge opened hedge c l osed change contracts gain/loss gain/loss 
Sep 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 554.80 615.40 60.60 9012.26 546142 . 75 49157 . 41 
Dec J , 1982 T-bond futures 67906 . 25 74843 . 75 - 6937.50 71 . 64 -496985 . 34 
OcL l , ] 982 Corp MA bonds 609.10 621. 70 12.60 8208 . 83 103431.29 182105. 77 
J a n l, ] 983 T-bond futures 76437.50 75187 . 50 1250 . 00 62 . 94 78674 . 48 
Nov 1, 1982 Corp AAA bonds 621.70 602 . 00 -19.70 8042 . 46 -158436 .54 43432.52 
Feb 1, 1983 T-bond Eu tu r es 76937.50 73937 . 50 3000 . 00 67 . 29 201869 . 07 
Dec 1 , 1982 Corp AAA bonds 615 . 40 616.90 1.50 8124.80 12187 . 20 11910.21 
Mar 1, 1983 T-bond futures 74843.75 75062 . 50 - 218.75 1.27 - 276 . 99 
J u n l, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 621. 70 632 . 10 10 . 40 8042 . 46 83641.63 -77692 . 16 
Apr 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75187.50 77500 . 00 -2312 . 50 69. 77 -161333 . 79 
Feb 1, 1983 Corp AM bond s 602 . 00 630.40 28.40 8305 . 65 235880.40 56787 . 35 
May ] ' 1983 T-bond futures 73937 . 50 76406 . 25 - 2468 . 75 72.54 -179093 . 05 
Mar 1, 1983 Corp AM bonds 616 . 90 623 . 90 7. 00 8105.04 56735 . 29 50122 . 79 
Jun 1, 1983 T-bond futures 75062.50 75156.25 -93.75 70.53 -661 2.50 
Apr 1, 1983 Corp MA bonds 632.10 599.40 - 32 . 70 7910 . 14 -258661 . 60 160243 . 43 
Jul 1, 1983 T-bond futures 77500 . 00 71375.00 6125.00 68 . 39 418905 . 04 
Hay l , J 983 Corp AAA bonds 630 . 40 586 . 10 -44 . 30 7931.47 -351364 . 21 39055 . 96 
Aug 1, 1983 T-bond fut ures 76406 . 25 70718 . 75 5678 . 50 68 . 65 390420.17 
Jun 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 623.90 586 . 10 -37 .80 8014 . 10 -302933 .16 21943 . 62 
Sep 1, 1983 T-bond fut ures 75156.25 70531 . 25 4625 . 00 70. 24 324876 . 78 
Jul J ' 1983 Corp AAA bonds 599 .40 595 . 40 -4 . 00 8341. 68 -33366.70 -48457.31 
Oct 1, 1983 T-bond futures 71375.00 71593 . 75 -218.75 68 . 99 -15090 . 61 
Aug 1, 1983 Corp AAA bond s 586 .10 585.10 -1.00 8530.97 -8530 . 97 J6274 . 05 
Nov 1, 1983 '1'-bond futures 70718 . 75 70375 . 00 343 . 75 72.16 24805.01 
Sep 1, 1983 Corp AAA bonds 586 . 10 573.70 -12 . 40 8530.97 -105784 . 00 24617.36 
Dec 1, 1983 T-bond futur es 70531. 25 68625 . 00 1906.25 68.41 130401 . 36 
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cross- hedging corpora t e AAA bonds with U. S . Tr easury bond f utures 
contracts . The strategies are compared by their ex pos t dollar 
performance in the 57 three month hedge periods between January 1 , 1979 
through December l, 1983. 
Table 12 s umma rizes the results for the absolute wealth changes 
under each s trategy and the absolu t e wealth changes under an unhedged 
posi t ion . The unhedged position represents t he wealth changes t hat a 
manage r would incur if a hedge had not been placed . The " unhedged" 
column shows that the absolute aver age co r porate bond market opportun i t y 
gain / loss is $339 , 033 . 57 , with a s t andard deviation of $270 , 342 . 01 . 
The mean percent of weal t h hedged measures the per cent r eduction of the 
mean absolute wea lth change of t he unhedged posi t ion by the hedging 
stra t egy . The be ta 2 strategy , wi t h a mean per cent of wealth hedged 
equal t o 75 . 75 per cent, is the best st r ategy in r educing the mean 
absolute weal t h change of the unhedged position . However , all of the 
stra t egies , excep t fo r t he naive l strategy, a r e able t o reduce the 
wealth change by mor e than 72 per cent , and t he degr ee of r educ tion of 
the wealth change by t hese fou r strategies only varies slightly , from 
72 . 87 percent reduc tion to 75 . 75 per cent reduction . 
Similarly , the naive l s trategy , t he be t a 1 st r a t egy , the be t a 2 
s trategy , and the dura tion s trategy pe r form r elatively the same in 
reducing the standard devia tion of the mean absolu te wealth change 
associa t ed with t he unhedged position . In that , the percent r educ t ion 
in standard deviation o f the wealth change r a nges f r om 73 . 59 percent 
Tn !J I e 12. Absolute wealth change performance 
Unhedged Na i ve 1 Naive 2 Beta 1 Be t a 2 Dura tion 
Mean $339 , 033 . 57 $133,157 . 02 $91, 993.81 $82,475 .87 $82 , 219 .90 $86 , 503.16 
Stanc.l <l r.d $270 , 342 .01 $116, 461. SJ $71 , 386.05 $65 , 663 . 66 $65 , 780 . 72 $62 ,154 . 02 devi:ttion 
Min imum $8 , 530 . 97 $1 , 249 . 70 $5 ,585.80 $1 , 598.06 $3, 042 . 78 $5 , 876 . 78 
Max imum $1 , 212,228 . 31 $496,603 . 31 $225 , 621 .55 $283,8 75 .39 $293,767 . 90 $303 ' t, 77 . 72 
Range $1, 203 , 697 . 34 $495 , 353 . 61 $250 , 035 . 75 $282, 277 . 33 $290,725.14 $297 , 600 . 94 
Mea n \0 
.c-pe r cent 
60 . 72% 72.87% 75 .67% 75 . 75% 74 . 49% o f wealth 
hedged 
Per e en t 
reduc l ion 
i 11 ~ urn<lanJ 56 . 92% 73 . 59% 75 . 71% 75 . 67% 77 . 01% 
<.l cvJa Lion o f 
weal t li claange 
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for the naive 2 strategy to 77 . 01 percent for the duration s trategy . 
Again, the naive 1 strategy performs poorly relative to the other 
strategies . 
Table 12 also illustrates that each s trategy r educes the maximum 
wealth change of the unhedged position. The maximum wealth change for 
the unhedged position is $1 , 212,228 . 31, but is only $496,603 . 31 for 
the naive 1 strategy. Moreover, the other four s trategies r educe the 
maximum wealth change of the unhedged position by a n even greater 
amount than that achieved by the naive 1 strategy . In fact, the naive 
2 strategy has a maximum wealth change of $255 ,621.55, which is 
$962 ,1 92 . 55 less (almost $1 million less) than the unhedged posi tion . 
In conclusion , not one of the strategies compared in the test 
period can be considered as the most effective method of c r oss- hedging 
corporate bonds with T- bond futures contracts . The beta 2 strategy 
performed only slightly better than the beta l strategy, naive 2 
strategy , and the duration strategy in reducing the mean absolute 
wealth change of the unhedged position . The duration hedging strategy 
outperformed the naive 2 strategy and the beta strategies by less than 
3 .5 percent in reducing the standard deviation of the mean absolute 
wealth change in the unhedged position. Furthermore, the naive 2 
strategy reduced the maximum absolute change in wealth fo r the unhedged 
position just slightly more than t he duration st r ategy and the beta 
strategies. Although the naive 2 , beta , and duration strategies 
performed relatively the same during the test period, the naive l 
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strategy performed poorly relative to the other strategies when 
comparing the st r a t egies ' abilities t o reduce the mean , s t a ndard 
deviation of the mean , and maximum wealth change of the unhedged 
position . 
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V. SU~U·IARY AND CONCLUSION 
The previous chapters describe various hedging strategies that 
can be utilized when cross- hedging corporate bonds with T-bond futures 
contr acts . Each of t he hedging s trategies determines an unique hedge 
ratio. The hedge r atio indicates the number of futures contracts 
needed to offset price changes in the cash position . Thus , the hedge 
ratio is based upon the relationship between cash price changes and 
futures cont r act price changes. 
The naive hedging str ategies assume that the cash price changes 
are closely related to futures price changes, and t he r efore , only 
information regarding t he current face value of the total cash 
position fo r the naive l strategy and the current market value of the 
cash instrument in addition to the face value of the total cash 
position fo r the naive 2 strategy is used in calculating a naive hedge 
ratio. The more complex hedge ratios, the beta hedge ratios and the 
duration hedge ratio, also incorporate a measure of how closely 
related the cash pr ice changes are to t he fu tures price changes . The 
beta hedge ratios rely on the historical r elationship be t ween changes 
in cash and fu tures prices, a nd the duration hedge ratio comprises a 
measure of the price sensitivities of the cash and futu r es instruments 
t o changes in the interest rates . 
The results of this study indicate that incorporating a measure 
of how closely cash and futures prices a r e r ela ted does not improve , 
o r only improves slightly, the effectiveness of a hedge . The naive 2 
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hedging strategy performs approximately the same as the beta strategies 
and duration strategy. Therefore, the additional information utilized 
by the mo r e complex st r ategies do not add greater success to t he hedge . 
Furthermore , the results suggest that correcting the model used 
by the portfolio hedging strat egy for autocorrelation does not gr eatly 
improve the performance of that strategy . However , because the 
po rtfolio hedging model exhibits autocorrelation , the measure of 
hedging effectiveness proposed by Ederington for this model, the 
coefficient of determination (r2) , is unreliable. 
Finally, the results demonst rate that the risk of price changes 
in a corporate AAA bond position can be reduced by more than 70 percent 
through hedging with U.S . Treasury bonds futures . It is important to 
recognize that the cross-hedging case presented here, a c r oss- hedge 
between a corporate AAA bond index and T-bond futures contracts , 
will likely produce the most effective c ross-hedges between corpora te 
bonds and T- bond futures possible because the highest grade corpora t e 
bonds closely match the grade of U.S . Treasury bonds and because 
gr eater risk reduction from futures market hedging will likely occur 
with bond indices than with individual bonds. Mo r eover, the almost 
equal performance of the naive 2 strategy to the beta and the duration 
strategies may be due to the high corr elation between a cor po r ate AAA 
bond index and U. S . Treasury bonds . It would be interesting to 
discover whether the mo r e complex hedging strategies could ou tperform 
the naive 2 hedging strat egy in the case of a cross- hedge in which the 
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prices of the cash and futu r es instruments are not as highly correlat ed 
as corpor ate AAA bonds and T-bond futures contracts . 
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